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Second Meeting Planllll.edl 
By Sociology Students 
New Theater Language Doirm to Open in lF alil 
Interested Sociology majors 
arc planning to continue discus-
sion, with the faculty of the So-
cio!ogv department about depart-
ment·,;! renovations, Tuesday, 7:30 
p.m , in the Union Recreation 
Room. They have proposed a 
split in the Social Relations de-
partment resulting in a separate 
S0c10Iogy department. They have 
also asked for more flexibility 
in curriculum; courses that are 
more attuned to contemporary 
social problems; more oppor-
tunities for community involve-
ment; and student participation 
in selecting faculty. Last Tues-
day, the sociology students in-
troduced their goals and ques-
tioned the faculty. However, no 
definite opinions resulted from 
the confrontation. The second 
meeting has been called to in-
volve all ·majors and interested 
persons in the work of the so-
ciology majors concerned with 
increasing the relevancy of tli.e 
courses at J.C. 
:Pub Rocks to Moustache 
1As Part of Weekend 
by Georgianna Glace 
-To Preview 
In "Laundry" 
For the premier production in 
its new, experimental theatre, the 
Ithaca Drama Department ha s 
chosen "The Laundry" by David 
Guerdon, modern French pl2y-
wright. 
A restaging in a contemporary 
setting of the Minotaur theme of 
ancient Crete, the play will be 
presented in a translation by 
Howard Richardson. Richardson 
is best known for his musical 
drama, "Dark of the !\foon." 
The Ithaca College production 
will be the fifth American stag. 
:ng of the play. First produced 
-_ff Broadway during 1965, "The 
Laundry" achieved the longest 
run of any play which opened 
during the New York City news-
A mixture of Hendrix and The success by the condition of the paper strike. Three productions 
Cream could be distinguished in Pub at the end of the evening. have since been given at West 
the original sound of the· Hello 
People. The Hello People began 
The louder the audience sang the Coast universities. 
louder they played; the longer Alan R. Robb, assistant profes-
thc audience st0mped and clap- sor of speech and drama, w·111 di" -
this years' Winter Weekend in an d (R It b k b pc csu - ro en Pu tables), rect a cast of six. The players 
informal concert Friday, January the longer they played. The arc Penelope DeWitt, Toni Seger, 
31. Moustache became wrapped up Jacqueline Yancy, Peter Houten, 
The white face in which the with the audience just as the 
II 
Gregg Weatherby and Michael 
Ile o People performed is the audience became enveloped by 
1 Warren. 
,badge of the mime. Those sit- the large moustache. The evening 
ting on the floor near the front ended in catastrophe for the Pub The Carousel Theatre is lo-
of the Ben Light Gymnasium but the beer was good and the catcd across the lobby from the 
seemed to enjoy the ~oncert I entertainment totally different Pros c e n i u m Theatre which 
much more than those m the from the ordinary Friday night opened Jan. 22 with Pirandello's 
rear. Only those who could see 
I 
in the Pub. "Enrico IV." After a slow start 
the expressions on the faces of carol Colby, a freshman from the experienced cast reached its 
Thump, Thump, Good Fellow, Syracuse, N.Y., was crowned stride and played to sold-out 
Smoothie, Why One, Country and "Rose of Delta Sig" at the Delta houses. 
:\luch More could understand Sigma Pi Rose Ball. The Ball, an George Hoerner, Chairman of 
their sound and the meaning of annual Winter Weekend event, 
1 
the Department of Speech and 
their music. was held Saturday evening in the i Drama, predicts a busy theatrical 
Following the Hello People, Terrace Dining Hall. Music was , season in the new building for 
a~other typical Moustache eve- provided by an Ithaca College I ,ne remainder of the semesu:r. 
nmg began in the Pub. Your 
I 
group known as The Six of I The annual student Scampers 
Father's Moustache was a proven , Sound. Continued on page 7 
Photo by Bnrb Goldberg 
by Jean Stillitano 
Plans to establish a French- I rn:cnd to major in these Ian-: dcntb living in the dorm will ob-
Spanish dormitory on the l.C.' guagcs, although other students serve a "No English"' rule in 
campus in September, 1969, have:\\ ho have some background in, order to speak exclusively in 
been announced this week by Dr.! spo:-:cn French or Spanish will be I thcll" major language. "The 
Anthony F. Taras, Chairman of considered," Dr. Taras said. ' point of the o\·crall effort in 
the Department of Modern Lan- Dean Paul Givens of Arts and I establishing the language dorm," 
guage. The purpose of the new Sciences considers the plan "a said Dean Givens, "is to create 
language dorm, according to Dr. g;·eat opportunity for students to a more vital academic setting 
Taras, "is to give students an ! develop language abilities and to wherein we relate our academic 
opportunity to learn the Jan-: understand the culture behind! activities to dormitory life. This 
gaug~ and cul_ture of Fr~nc~ and' the language." He . noted that 11 integr~ted dormitory system will 
Spamsh-speakmg countries m an some colleges rcqmrc all Jan- cstabllsh more meaningful at-
informal and relaxed atmos- guage majors to reside in a :nosphcrc outside the formal 
phere." maJors dorm for at least one I dassroom." 
Although the exact dorm has year. All interested students are 
not been selected at the present Foreign student aides will also urged to write, call, or see Dr. 
time, it is expected that the dorm reside in the dorm with the Jan- Taras as soon as possible so that 
will be reserved for women only guage majors and hopefully will the language department will 
since all of I.C.'s language help to create a more meaning- have some indication of student 
majors are women. "Preference ful atmosphere surpassed only interest in participating in such 
will be given to French and by living in the foreign country a dorm. 
Spanish majors and those who itself. It is expected that stu-
Dillinghams Discuss Trip 
Collecting Art Objects 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
Photo by Burb Goldberg 
Primitive Art from Mexico purchased by Dr. and Mrs. 
Dillingham on their recent trip. 
Bernie Welle Is 
New IFC President 
by Chris Flatley 
The Executive Committee re-
ported to Student Congress on 
February 3, that the Campus Life 
Committee will present the re-
port and policy recommendations 
of its sub-Committee on Liquor 
and Intervisitation to the Board 
of Trustees and the chances for 
these proposals being passed 
seem good. The sub-Committee 
feels "that the College must pro-
vide an atmosphere conducive 
not only to intellectual develop-
ment but also to the enhancing 
of individual responsibility in 
finding solutions to the many 
problems of adult living in our 
time."' Regarding key privileges, 
it is now standard procedure that 
women 21 yrs. old and above will 
have this privilege regardless of 
their academic standing. 
IFC announced that Bernie 
Dr. and Mrs. Dillingham em- I items are for their own use with Welle is the new president of IFC 
barked on their fifth trip to i many being later donated to the for the 1969-70 term. Russ Bick-
Mexico on December 27. Their' museum. !er reported that IFC is in the 
vacation began in Mexico City Dr. and :\lrs. Dillingham are process of investigating hazing 
followed by a drive to Guadala- \·cry fond of the l\lexican people , procedures and will set up guide 
jara. A friend then took them as a whole and greatly enjoy I lines to be followed during the 
in his pla~e. to Puerta Vallarta , their food. This trip allowed I pledging period. 
on the Pac1f1c. them to get to know the people I In further business. Et:B an-
The purpose of their trip was better as they were enertained in nouncecl that Board member Sue 
to collect primitive art objects . Sanders has been replaced by 
for the Ithaca College Museum. 
1
: .al!M:!-r,YI, Robin Handler. The Search Com-
Pre-Colombian art dominates the, mittec announced that anyone 
types of objects they returned, , can sponsor or recommend an in-
with; dating from B.C. to The' II d1\'1dual for the next president of 
Conquest. Stone, clay and jade · . the college. Recommendation 
pieces added weight to their suit-: ! procedure im·ol\'es giving the in-
cases on their return trip to , d1viduars background and cre-
!thaca, January 12. lll!IJ!l!!l!lllia ; ii dentials. presenting a reason why 
Collectors in Mexico are fear- this person \\ ould be a good 
ful that the government may ap- '. president and a list of references. 
propriate their goods, so they ; I Names can be_ forwar~ed to the 
are quite willing to sell. Through l'hol<• 1,,- Bud, (;01<11,,,r~ · Search for a '.\cw President Sub-
contacts with Morse Chain who C ·tt p t ·1 Mexican Crafts I ommi ec. e er Orn le gave 
have affiliations in Mexico, the , the Budget Committee's report 
Dillinghams obtained many man~· of their homes by intro-; and staled that all budgets must 
things through reputable collec- duct1ons through Morse Chain I be m by February 14 so that 
tors. Mrs. Dillingham uses her According to the President. the necessary readjustments can be 
determination and fluent Spanish "fascinat10n of :\lexico 1s the made In a discussion b\· the Cur-
to bargain with the dealers. markets; they have wonderful: nculum Committee on· the rroals 
Dr. Dillingham says the best I markets." And it is obvious that lo "h1ch Ithaca Colle"e sl~uld 
~ay to _insure antiquit;Y in art [ they_ ta~e full adv~nta_ge of this: aspire. two primary g7ials were 
1s to buy_ them from private col-! f'.1scmatlon by lheu· fme collec-: establisher!: to gn·e the oppor-
lectors smce the age of an art: t10n and their repeated visits to, tunity for a llberal arts educa-
piece is diffic1;11t to determine 'I Mexico. 't10n. and preparation for grad-
eve_n by e::cperienc~d eyes. The The Ithaca College l\iuseum h uate work. It was remarked that 
Hu1chul Tri?e provided_ for pu:-1 growi~g- through such people as possibly \\ e ha\'e compromised 
ch~s~ beautiful yarn p1ctu~e~ m the D1lhnghams. but unfortunate- rather than satisfied these goals 
bnll1an colors that the D11Irng- ly those people are few in num- Interested people with SU""C"-
ham~ . took advantage of. Their ber: They encourage interest by' tion5 or griernnccs are urg;d ;0 
prec1~10n, balance and ~ood use their own concern. trips, pur- view their feeling~ about the 
of bright _colors crea~e pictures of chases, and donations and hope pre;ent curriculum. David Kron. 
yarn quite attractive to any that others \\ ill see the potential: berg or Linda Stearns mav be 
buyer. . . . . , of . the. museum_. l 1ndoubtedly,; contacted if you have any· sug-
~n their tri~s. the D1l_hngh~ms their lnp to :\Texico was prompt-. gcstions. The final report was 
main concern 1s to obtam obJects eel by the need of new materials 
I 
that from the Library Committee 
lo_r the ~useum. They purchase for the museum and a short I which announced that nomincc3 
with their own funds and the walk through the museum would• for positions on this co ·tt 
~~llege/. Witht ahstrong personal indicate that their trip was sue-: will be before Student c~:;re:~ 
m eres m ar t emselves, some cessful. at the next meeting. 
• 
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~o«:o S~udenits «aB'e involved iou 
Shapo01g New <C@Hege Poiicie5 
With more students represent- suggestions. Majors in six depart-
ed on Faculty Committees, the ments have taken the initiative to 
student body will have an even pu~h for the establishment of 
greater voice in College Policy. l)cpartmental Cuniculum Com-
Besides Danny Karson's member- m1ttes. Students in Political Sci-
bhip on the Educational Policies cnce, English, Speech, Physical 
Committee, vice-president Joe Therapy, Business, and Radio-
Bogardus and chairman Nancy ·;·eicvision now have a larger 
l\kGlcn attend the Dean of Stu- voice in course selection. 
dents, Staff Meetings. A six member search sub-
Currently, two students arc ,
1 
committee is interviewing stu-
\'Ot mg members of the Arts and dents to sit on the Se:i.rch Com-
Sciences Curriculum Committee, I mittee for the new President of 
due to efforts last semester. Stu- the College. The panel will sub-
dC'nts interested in changing the rnit a list of names for consider-
General Curiculum of the Col- ation to Congress on February 10. 
lcge arc urged to contact David Student Government has been 
Kronberg (x3774 or 273-9940) or 
I 
working effectively. But it can 
Linda Stearns (x3796 or 273- ~rcomplish much more with stu-
!l80!Jl. ''Pnt support and initiative. 
Three students are voting 
members of the Library Com-
mittee. D?ssatisfied students are 
urged to call George Carnrick 
(x3548 or 272-9583), or Russ 
Bickler (x3783 or 272-9561) with 
!THACAN NEEDS 
ADVERTISING STAFF 
CALL X3268 
Playterinvents the first-day tampoli'N 
(We took the inside out 
t9 show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent. .. it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind •• ,, 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbenL 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average, 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect even, 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
Is almost 7.erol 
Try it fast. 
Why livo Jn tho past? 
Miss Chemung Valley 
Contest Scheduled 
For March; Queen 
To Be Crowned at I.C. 
reached the Miss Chemung Val-
l<':, finals. 
The pageant is a joint venture 
undertaken by the Optimist and 
the Ithaca College Committee for 
Discussion Group Ho'pes 
To "Bridge the Gap" 
The Elmira Optimist Club and 
the Miss Chemung Valley Com-
mittee of Ithaca College an-
nounced Thursday that the 1969 
Miss Chemung Valley Pageant 
by Sherry Klapper 
~~
1
t
1
s b~e~~!~ i~at~:da~er~°:e::~: ~-\.~. 
- ~- :'.;;~ 
March 29. • ;; · ... ,~ 
The Pageant, an annual affair :\ •, ' . 
for !h~ Elmira Se:vice Club, i~ a iri.._ , /-'~:· 
prel1mmary Miss America _ ~/ · · 
pageant. It is the first time in the, 
six year history of the pageant 1- .... ~-
lhat it will be staged outside of Miss Chemung Valley, Alexis 
the Elmira area. Wade, crowned by Sue Ram-
The proceeds from the pageant I oclci, 1968 queen. 
go into the Optimist Club's boys 
work fund. The fund is used to Miss Chemung, Valley. The LC. 
aid underprivileged boys.· committee assists in areas of the 
The Optimist decided to move ppgeant from application distri-
the pageant to Ithaca for 1969 bution pageant production. 
as an expression of graditude to Alexis Wade, the reigning Miss 
the college for its overwhelming Chemung Valley, will bestow her 
support of Miss Chemung Valley. crown on Miss Chemung Valley 
In 1967, the first year I.C. was 1970, at the pageant. Miss Wade· 
involved in the pageant, Ithaca finished in the top ten in Miss 
placed 12 girls in the finals. Last New York State competition this 
year, 13 Ithaca College girls past summer. 
Association of College U n·ions 
(Ronnie White is a freshman 
majoring in sociology. From his 
previous interview with 12 black 
students he has organized a dis-
cussion group composed of 
Blacks and Whites on campus. 
The following is Ronnie's account 
of some of the goals of the dis-
Cl'~sion group as well as some of 
the reasons for organizing it.) 
"The endless differences in 
cultural backgrounds, life styles, 
perceptions, thinking patterns, 
and manners of presentation, be-
tween Blacks and Whites create 
~rriers that facilitate separatism 
and hinder personal communica-
tion. The task of the discussion 
group is to construct an environ-
ment of understanding through 
which this gap between Blacks 
and Whites can be bridged, and 
hopefully bring about the ex-
change of ideas; an educational 
Vocal, Woodwind 
Song Recitals 
To Be Held This 
Week at Ford Hall To Meet at Cornell 'for Conference Four musical events will take 
place this coming week1n Walter 
and Jim Focht and Ford Hall. 
by Linda Garrett 
Region II of the Association of respectively, 
College Unions International, Claire Nyren, student represen-
operating from Berkeley, Cali- tativcs. Designed for student 
fornia, plans to use Cornell Uni- leaders, the annual conferences 
versity as the host school for its offer an opportunity for the ex-
annual Games Tournament and change of pro~am ideas 
Steering Committee meeting Feb-
ruary 13-15. Delegates from 
Region II, which includes all of 
New York State with the excep-
tion of New York City, Quebec, 
and parts of Ontario, will meet to 
begin organizational plans for 
next fall's Regional Conference. 
Heading the committee will be 
the Host Union Director, a Host 
Student Chairman, and Mr. Ron 
Lomis, the Region II representa-
tive. Representing Ithaca College 
will be Jim Focht. 
for copies of pictures 
appearing in 
The Ithacan· 
Call Barb at 
X 3540 
CHANTICLEER 
~ 
BEST SPAGHETTI 
AND STEAKS 
• 2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 
<> 
STATE AND CAYUGA 
272 - 9678 
The first is a vocal recital to 
be given on Tuesd;iy, February 
11 at 8:15 p.m. Charles Huebner 
will sing baritone and will be ac-
companied by pianist David Kel-
sey and assisting instrumental-
ists. The program will consist of: 
"Non siate ritrosi" and "Donne 
mie," two arias by Mozart; four 
songs based on the poems of 
Eichendorff, by Hugo Wolf; 
"Dover Beach" by Samuel Bar-
ber; "O vin, dissipe' la tristesse", 
an aria by Amboise Thomas; and 
"Don Quichotte a dulcinee" by 
Ravel. Admission is free. 
A student recital will be held 
on Thursday, February 13 at 1 
p.m. Admission is free . 
A song recital, with Ewa 
Michalak, mezzo-soprano, and 
Thomas Michalak at the piano, 
will be given on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 13 at 8:15 p.m. The pro-
gram is as follows: Cherubini, 
"Ahi, che forse ai mei di;" Per-
golesi, "se tu µi'ami;" Purcell, 
i*:-: ... : .. :-:-:++: .. :-:-:-:~~-:~~w.~~-:~:~ ... :,..+,:++:+++: .. :,..:~x~~t-tt-:++:-:-:++:-x ''When I am laid in earth;'' Mo-
~ ~ 
At last year's conference, 30 to 
40 schools were represented by 
approximately 200 delegates. 
Representing Ithaca College were 
Mr. Leland Spangler, Mr. Ralph 
Shortell, Director and Program 
Director of the Egbert Union 
••• •i• zart, "Non so pui cosa son;" 
:i: 11,g11i..nG SUBMARlh..:IIE HOUSE :t Brahms, four lieder; Duparc, 
; Ir\. I~ ,.,.. :} "L'invitation au voyage;" Poulenc, 
.,_, .., "La Fraicheur ct le Feu;" Rach-
.•. i:· 
'i' ~J:fl£&9ll :!. maninoff, four songs. Admission 
:i: ~\li_ ... ~:!:'!-::.;:: __ ::;e;-a-_:!:,a~ ~t is free. 
J: 272 _ 958S f The Ithaca Woodwind Quintet 
;, :t~ will perform on Friday, February ~ ~ 
.~ 405 Eddy St. C.ollegetown X 14 at 8:15 p.m. The Quintet con-
process m which I have great J 
confidence and one that seems, if • 
anything, to be lacking at Ithaca 1 
College. i 
"The 12 members of this group l 
cqme from both lower and mid. 
dle income class backgrounds. 
The size and informal nature of' 
the discussions promote an un. 
usual level of consciousness on 
which to see the racial problem 
That is, the impact with which 
problems and questions will ~ 
strike individuals will be of a 
different magnitude. Interaction 
with people who are part of the 
problem helps to make the con. , 
flict more realistic and tangible 1 
as opposed to something that 
exists in a book or a newspaper. 
The personalized quality of the ' 
discussion group will also enable j 
the members to achieve a t 
measure of unity and trust such · 
that participants will come to 
examine their views rather than 
defend them. 
"The discussion _group has mel 
twice since the writing of this 
article. Discussion was centered 
on the background of the street. 
corner Black man as compared to 
his white middle class counter-
part. Stemming from this came 
an examination of the conflicts 
that would be encountered in an 
i n t e r r a c i a I marriage. What 
seemed to be garnered from this 
particular discourse was a gen. 
eral awareness of the complexity 
of the racial problem. Much has 
been done to oversimplify it, and 
this may be partly due to its 
complexity. However, we reached 
the consensus that race conflict is 
not just a question of color, in-
come stratification, educational 
background, sexuality or compe-
tition, but rather, all of these. 
"As I see it, responsible, effec-
tive, social action has a concrete 
foundation of objectivity, which 
comes after the examination of 
all the facts, and all the possible 
solutions. Mass produced emotion 
can be created as quickly as it 
can be destroyed. Objectivity 
transcends emotion, and in this 
capacity it is conducive to ration-
al conclusions, the wherewithal 
of constructive changes. I believe 
that the discussion group has the 
atmosphere in which this objec-
tivity can begin. Whether or not 
we achieve it, or in what 
amounts, remains to be seen. In 
any event, the d i s c u s s i o n s 
promise to be challenging. 
PATTERSON'S 
'.!: j; sists of: David Berman, flute; 
•:• i+ Robert Schmidt, clarinet; Peter I 
:i: TRY OUR DELICIOUS i' Hedrick, oboe; John Covert, horn; ~ T 
,i, 'r Edward Gobrecht, bassoon. On 
•!• CORNED BEEF - ROAST BEEF • PASTRAMI l' the program will be ''Haydn," 
-l?!iID 
WASHING AND 
GREASING ::: J transcribed by Alexander Ries-
:;: ITALIAN HOT HAM i man, "Quintet;" Hindemith, J. 4 
,:, "Kleine Kammermusick, Opus 24, 
:i: Win a FREE SUB with a Red Star Receipt! :~ No. 2;" Roy Douglas, "Six Dance-
:i; :t Caricatures;" Alvin Etler, "Quin-
-~: ... :-:...:-:-:-:-:-:-: ... :-:-: .... ~z..: .... : ... :-:..:-:w.-:-:-:..-:-:-: .. :-:-:..:-:-:-:-:++:..:-:...:-:-:-:-: .. :.-,~ tet No. 1.'' Admission is free. 
<> 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
1 WAREHOUSE f Montour Falls __ The area's most interesting dealership. 
-----------
. 
Offer good 'til Feb. 14 One per Order -I 
' I 
lrD'odlay Nite: 
IEDectrric IBBues !Ball'Ddl 
Crross Sectioll'il 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including ~uch 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymotirih, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
• , ' ~ h, ,.. ._...,.,_,_'I~--<..-,;.(. 
Good only when redeemed at store. 
---
------------
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
-· 
Safl:fJJID'day Nite: 
Mister BeeDeli' 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
~--One Foot In, One Foot Out------~ 
IRRELEVANCY? 
by Craig Wolf 
Frequently ansmg on campus is the question: "\Vhy are 
students so lax in their studies and why don't they all work 
harder?" Serious concern exists among faculty and p:i,ren ts, 
especially that many students throw away their educations. 
Man~ do. It is unfortunate for them but in the long run 
the waste will do society good. For if a person is moved to for-
feit his eduction, the rest of us will inevitably be moved to 
wonder if something's wrong. 
• • • 
First, let me show how a person may come to the decision 
to throw something away. If a person in a cafeteria, for in-
stance, expects a fine meal _and is served a poor one, he may 
turn up his nose. The same meal can be avidly sought by a 
starved person. An identical mechanism exists in academia, 
where the college education looks beautiful to the people who 
never expected to get to college and looks ugly to the people 
who expected to go to college all along. The former are grate-
ful for what they get but the latter are resentful because they 
expected better. 
My contention is that many students come to college ex-
pecting a deep intellectual experience which will lift and edu-
cate them. ( Of course some want only a technical education and 
·nothing but courses from their _major fi_eld, while others _wan! so-
cial status.) But these potentially serious students qmckly get 
snowed by their freshmen and sophomore courses. Since the fare 
is not as tasty as was expected, many get disgusted and throw 
the entire academy away. Their fault, I believe, is failure to rec-
ognize the good parts of the exis!ing situation and _comp~nsa~e 
on their own for the bad or lackmg parts. They fail to hve m 
the realities of the status quo while keeping in touch with the 
promise of the potential. This self constructed education is pres-
ently quite essential to any serious student, since the existing 
system is quite inadequate and can be made complete only 
through the effort of the intelligent and devoted student. Only 
these few, then, get an education. 
lrrelevancx or inadequacy? Students often raise the cry 
of "irrelevancy'' when asked what it is they are complaining 
about. This complaint is often unintelligible to members of the 
faculty who are not in the same position as the students and 
consequently are poorly equipped for understanding the feelings 
of the students. But the conservative complaints from the fac-
ulty are likewise misunderstood by the students. Neither group 
understands the other. • 1 
Perhaps the term "inadequacy" would create less misun-
derstanding than "irrelevancy." While it is shocking for any 
:professor to be told that his specialty is essentially irrelevant 
to any conce_rn, it is possible for him to see that his specialty 
ought to be complemented by many others. Thus, it is not true 
that today's education is completely irrelevant; but it is true 
that it is inadequate, that is, insufficient. Present-day educa-
tion does not offer enough to the student, it doesn't. cover 
1
enough areas of concern, and it doesn't raise all the questions 
[it might. In short, today's ed1.-1cation is inadequate. 
Part Two: Continued in the February 21 Edition 
Library Committee 
Finds Inflation · 
Affects Books' 
Prices ·Also 
by George Camrick 
The Library Committee has re-
on allocation of grants to the li-
brary. Student Committee mem-
ber Marston Ladd's resignation 
was announced, due to military 
service. Next week, Student Con-
gress will choose a replacement. 
Library Committee meetings are 
open to the College community. 
Guest Lecturers 
To Be Provided 
By CBS - TV 
by Fran Chertoff 
The Television and Radio De-
partment t1f lthac~ Co!lege spon-
sored a CBS Visitatioa last 
December 5 and 6. Carlton Wink-
ler, Director of Color Production; 
Kurt Oppenheimer, Chief of 
Operations; Hal Gellert, Director 
of Administration; Roy Gifford, 
Director of Facilities Operations; 
Herman Badler, Director of 
Studio Crews; and Richard Mar-
tin of Computer Operations, 
were the six representatives of 
CBS who met with representa-
tives of Ithaca College, lectured 
students, and formulated a pro-
gram for future cooperation be-
tween CBS and Ithaca College. 
In an interview with D o c tor 
Ron Nicoson, Assistant Professor 
of TV and Radio, it was learned 
that in the future CBS will pro-
vide six visiting lecturers, to ap-
pear one at a time, each for a 
three day period throughout the 
year to lecture and instruct. The 
purpose of this set-up is to "en-
rich the educational impact of 
the broadcast curriculum for the 
undergraduate student. A direct 
instructional tie with the indus-
try, instructional in both theory 
and practice, research and de-
velopment, emphasizing cross 
fertilization of ideas between in-
dustry and Ithaca· College." Un-
der this program, stress will be 
placed upon three major objec-
tives. These include: 1) research-
ing in attempts to find solutions 
to realistic problems in the com-
mercial field; 2) visiting lectur-
ers who will present senior level 
seminars in their specialty areas 
which include management, pro-
gram concepts, unions, produc-
tion-operations, and the lecturer 
will appear in actual TV-Radio 
class to discuss his field; 3) an 
advanced placement program 
during the summer for prospec-
tive TV-Radio majors. Under 
this arrangement, students will 
be encouraged. Advanced stu-
dents will be screened, and pos-
sibly .earn up to six advanced 
placement credits. 
The proposal has been accept-
ed for a return visit by five or 
six producers from CBS in April. 
At that time a general planning 
session including CBS, the TV-
1 ceived book budget requests in 
I excess of $200,000, a 57% in-
crease over last year's budget. 
Provost Davies, who attended the 
first meeting of the semester, 
suggested the increase in budget 
requests should be limited to 
25%. With this in mind, the Com-
mittee requested departmental 
chairmen to substantiate all bud-
~gets, especially those . over the 
•25% recommended increase. If 
required to cut the budget, 
Chairman Ashur Baizer com-
mented, "the Committee is going 
it? have a difficult job ahead, 
iSmce budget requests are sup. 
ported with such information as: 
new program areas, new course 
Jfferings, increased enrollment, 
and new faculty members." 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
Inflation has caused the li-
brary budget to be over-esti-
Eated in its buying power. Miss ary Campfield, Head Librarian oted, "Magazine prices have 
risen 10% in the last year alone." 
One Committee member · ques:-
tioned why the administration 
has started two new departments 
(Art and Administration of 
Health Services), but did not allo-
cate special funds to provide 
these new programs with basic li-
brary -materials. 
At its meeting. on January 16, 
lhe Library Committee meeting 
was v1sited by guests Vice Presi-
dent Paul Farinella and Provost 
Robert Davies who explained 
different aspects of the College 
budget. The Provost stated that 
he would notify the Committee 
pf a revised administrative policy 
SKIIS 
50% Off 
ALL SKD JACKETS 
Women & Men 
20% Off 
SWEATERS - ALL STYLES 
20% Off 
T-NIECK JERSEYS - 20 COLORS 
2 - $5.00 
OTIHJACA 1S OUTDOOR STORIE 
204 E. State St. 
Radio Department, and Ithaca 
College Administration to de-
termine policy and procedure for 
future visitations will be dis-
cussed. The overall purpose of 
the TV-Radio Department, and 
their affiliation with CBS would 
be to provide a direct instruc-
tional relationship with industry 
emphasizing theory, practice and 
preparation for careers. 
Students who participated in 
last December's visitation were 
extremely enthusiastic. It h a s 
been acclaimed as one of the 
most worthwhile academic ven-
tures at Ithaca, and other such 
programs are enthusiastically 
urged. CBS has been very helpful 
and generous in maintaining the 
instructional goals of the depart-
ment. Quite recently they have 
donated a gift of video tape 
valued at $30,000. In conjunction 
with their student program, they 
have also established, under the 
guidance of Ralph Daniels, Vice-
President of CBS, a faculty 
seminar training program. 
Another aspect of the new out-
look instituted by our TV-Radio 
Department was the appearance 
last semester of Rod Serling as 
a visiting professor. Instructing 
students in advanced writing and 
program evaluation and criticism, 
TV-Radio majors are eagerly 
anticipating his return lectures 
next April 28-May 3. 
START NOW 
KNIT A GIFT 
for that special someone 
!For Sweetheart's Day 
for Valentine's Day. 
THE ONE-STOP STORE 
FOR ALL YOUR 
KNITIING NEEDS. 
THE 
VARN SHOP 
204 N. Tioga 
Downtown 
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The §pectato:r 
by Pete Cowan 
The large-scale, four-\"ay economy size Paris talks have 
begun. With the agreement as to table shape, the rime has 
come to get down to business. President Nixon, whose only o~-
ficial act thus far \\,as to he officially "s,1ddencd" by the Cali-
fornia and Mississippi disasters, has pledged an end to the war. 
He replaced Johnson's representatives with Henry Cabot Lodge 
and Company. 
In the first session, nothing was accomplished, Lodge sug-
gested mutual withdrawal from the Dl'vIZ. The North countered 
wirh the suggestion that we get the hell out entirely and mind 
our own business. Of course rh1s was couched in diplomatic 
terms. The significance of this disagreement includes more than 
the impasse itself. The problem 1s that our government tells 
us it is "encouraged" by the talks, that the Norrh is engaging 
in meaningless propaganda, and that the talks are going well. 
The government overlooks the possibility thar maybe the 
Vietnamese really would appreciate our departure. Maybe the 
Vietanamese don't look upon us as savio11r of the world. 
This type of "\Vedge-Head" reasoning is not unique to !he 
Viet Nam situation. Let us not forget that we are the ones 
who believe that ignoring rhe Chinese will make them disappear. 
\Ve are the ones who have been "winning" the war in Viet Nam 
for years, killing innumerable Viet Cong, while suffering "minor 
casualties." 
Nixon has advised us of the intent to end the war. He 
hasn't done much yet, bur then, he hasn't really had much 
time. Well, he DID promise! And, after all, doesn't he keep all 
of his promises? 
fROIBIERT S. BOOTIHROYfO 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
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JI§ Ermth1U1§iasm Badl 
When Giripe§ Exist? 
Art Exhibit 
To Feature 
Chagall and 
Picasso WASHINGTON - Lyndon Johnson's final budget mt~,anc 
omitted mention of a Defense Department recommendation ~f\ 
An exhibition of original prints $f3 ~,000 ro provide public access routes to a grave in A~lingtonj 
by classic and contemporary National Cemetery for Robert F. Kennedy. Kennedy lies in a 
legitimate gripes and can offer constructive artists will be presented by Fer- ,plain grave marked only with a white wooden cross. The Ken. 
methods of revision and reform? dinand Roten Galleries of Balti- ncdy family can't begin construction of the grave with its own 
\\'l' of thl' /1/l(lrnll applau<l the Social Rela-
t10Jh stud,·1Hs and faculty who met last week 
with the department he;1·d ro ask for curricu-
lum 1mpron·me11ts. It is a step that we hope 
other studenrs in other dcpartmenrs will take 
111 rhc future. 
The statements of rhc department head more, Maryland, at Ithaca Col- money until Congress provides the funds for the Army En-
\\ L"re ,rnathcma to progressive education and lege in the Art Gallery on Febru- ginccrs to do their work. 
~lwuld not stand unchallenged. A depart- ary 12, l!l69, Exhibition hours SANTA BARBARA, Calif. -A westward wind is helping 
ment head should above all be concerned with will be from 1 to 5 p.m. · push a spr<.>ading ocean oil slick away from Southern Californi~ 
\Vhat wa~ unfortunate was the response of 
the department head, who said, ''I think I 
haYc pur a cL1mpcr on your enthusiasm.'' Is 
enthusiasm unwarranted when students hon-
cstlv want to 1mr1rovc the department in 
which they \\ ill he 5pend111g four _years? ls 
enthusiasm unwarranted when students have 
furnishing the students under his supervision Price range from $g to $1000 beaches. The cause of the oil slick is a ruptured 3,500 foot deep 
with the best possible education and training with the majority priced under shaft 6 miles off the coast. It has resulted in the death of mani 
that Ithaca College can offer. The head of $100. The exhibition includes birds and fish. All oil companies in the affected area have Yolun. 
the Sociology Department does not seem to over 1000 original etchings, lith- tarily suspended drilling. 
be strongly impressed with this goal. \Ve hope ographs and woodcuts by such \VASHINGTON - President Nixon ordered the Defense De, 
he will wake up soon and realize the depart- artists as Picasso, Chagall, Miro, partmcnt ro draw up a "detailed plan" ·to abolish the militan 
memal deficiency his students are fighting. Goya, Renoir, Baskin, Kollwitz draft and replace it with an all-volunteer Army. He saicl r1;e 
letters to the Editor 
All letters submitted become the property of the Ithacan 
and must be typed and SIGNED. We reserve the right to refuse 
to publish letters submitted to us. Letters MUST NOT exceed 
400 words. 
Q u est i O n by one of the and many others. Also on display draft could end "after the expenditures for Vietnam arc sub. 
guests: "What docs a student will be a collection of outstand- stantially reduced." 
_have to know about Sociology ing Western and Oriental manu- CAIRO- President Nasser said, in a rare interview, rh.it if 
anyway?" script pages from works of the Israel pulled back to the borders that existed before the six-day 
Answer: "Thal depends. If you 13th-20th centuries. war in 1967, Egypt would be willing to follow a five-point pla~ 
think of a woman leaving school, A representative of the Roten to case tensions in the Middle East. Mr. Nasser _said, in the 
~etting married and being per- Galleries, Mr. Wynn Ruff, will be inrervicw with Newsweek magazine, that Egypt could resume 
fectly happy and content with present at the exhibition to an- normal relations with the United States if \Vashington ceased 
keeping house, leaving the edu- swer any questions the public "condoning" Israel's occupation of Arab territories. 
Sociology Head Replies 
Dear Editor: 
cation of her children to the edu- may have regarding graphic art SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - Deep in the thickly forested moun-
ucation for Undergraduate d · t k" g · f p b d f b I · k · 1· cational institution, she probably an prm ma m . tams o western anama a an - o re es 1s ·eepmg a 1ve a 
The last issue of the Ithacan 
carried the front page article 
about a meeting of the Sociology 
Department at which students 
and faculty came together to dis-
cuss curriculum and other de-
partmental matters. It is not the 
purpose of this letter to answer 
to the rather polemic style 'the 
Ithacan saw fit to choose for re-
porting about this meeting. How-
ever, since there are certain more 
constructive points which were 
discussed there, I would be amiss 
in my duty as the Chairman of 
the department not to bring\ 
these matters to the attention of 
· the Ithaca College community 
100. 
The article belabors quite ex-
tensively the point that I defied 
the students in their quest for 
changes in the offerings of the 
department. Herc are the facts: 
1. I discussed at length at that 
meeting the proposal of the 
Social Relations Department 
faculty to establish a t w o 
course sequence in Social 
Welfare and Social Work, to 
allow students a preparation 
for social work positions 
which, due to changes in hir-
ing policies of social work 
agencies, become now more 
and more available. This pro-
posal for a social work con-
centration-which is in ac-
cordance with the sug-
gestions of the National 
Council of Social Work Ed-
U.P.D. 
C.IJl>.S. 
Programs - includes mea- docs not have to know anything Established in 1932, Roten Gal- spark of physical resis~ance to Panama's military regime. The 
sures for helping students, about Sociology, if she does not leries has one of the largest col- partisans of the overthrow of President Arnulfo Arias have 
so interested, to find sum- wish to." lections of graphic art in the gained a foothold in the isolated frontier near Costa Rica that 
mer employment in social t Th f' r t ·t · · · d d' I · · Out of this remark the report- coun ry. e 1rm ope a es 1 s 1s causmg economic an 1p omauc repercussmns. 
work agencies, thus gaining er got the headline, "You women main gallery at 123 West Mul- !{OCHESTER -Quarrcrback Joe Namath who led the Ncwl 
the desirable practical ex- will get married anyway." berry Street in Baltimore with York Jets to the American Football League Championship and 
pericnce. Dr. Eric Graf other Roten Galleries in Cam- to the Super Bowl victory over the Baltimore Colts has been: 
2
· The article mentions ex- Chairman of the bridge, Massachusetts, and at named winner of the 19th annual S. Rae Hickok Pro Arhlcte 
pressed student demands for Brentano's in Washington, D.C. of the Year award. The award is a <.'.l0,000 J·cweled belt. 
f f Sociology Department ;, a wider variety O course O - Ferdinand Roten Galleries WASHINGTON - The scheduled airlines and rhcir pilots 
ferings. I pointed out to thc ----- specializes in arranging exhibi- are now joining offering· a $25,000 reward aimed to deter plane 
group attending that it is in I tions and sales of original graphic hijackings. Airline hijacking is punishable by the death penalty, 
my opinion more desirable to A Word from th e Faculty at colleges, universities and if recommended by a jury or by imprisonment of not less than 
increase in the future our Editor: museums throughout the coun- 20 years. A 12th commercial plane of the year was hijachd to 
involvement in the presently "Everybody's business is no- try. Cuba but the 13th and 14th atrcmpts failed. 
already available Independ- body's business," maybe. ---------·------ QUIMPER, France - General de Gaulle has proposed a con-
ent Study program in Soci- Having been invited by a group stitutional reform that would give French provinces some of the 
ology. Independent study of interested students to attend a 11968, this source of revenue (the powers the national government has held for centuries. The ?&-
courses can be readily cstab- meeting which appeared to be sale of the downtown buildings) year-old General told a crowd of 7,000 Brerons that a rcfrren-
lishcd and anything under "public" in terms of the effects was not "earmarked" for indi- dum to approve the reform would be held "in the springtime" 
the sun concerning Sociology the questions answered would victual programs but rather was _ "because it concerns opening the way to a new hope." 
can be studied there as long have - I came. regarded as a means for support- SAIGON_ The United States will soon turn over 300 hcli-
as student interest and fac- Sitting through almost all of ing any ?r all progr~~s exc~pt I copters to S~uth Vietnamese <;Om(11~nd as par~ of a master plan ulty talent arc available. Ad- the discussion listening to stu- those which arc specifically 1m- for an American troop reduction this year. 
ditionally, I do think that I dents raise pointed, meaningful plei_nented by "earmarked" or WASHINGTON_ The Navy is equipping its 15 remaining 
should mention the fact that questions which in my view were designated funds. . intelligence ships with new devices that will enable crC\\ s to 
the trend in modern higher by and large left unanswered, I The,, presen~ budget 1s a "bal- scuttle them "in minutes" and to destroy quickly secret papers 
education is in the direction assumed a catalyst should be of- anced o~c m the sense that and intelligence gear. Com. Lloyd M. Bucher recently told a 
toward more indepcndent fered up. funds derived from the ~ale of Navy court of inquiry that it would have taken him two and 
studies and away from the I therefore raised the follow- downtown property permits ex- one-half to three.hours to sink the Pueblo and that he had onh 
formerly institutionalized ing points centered around "It pcnditures for the normal oper- axes and hammers to destroy equipment. · 
course. How, under these cir- seems to, Dear Graf, there is a ations of the Colle?e. .. . PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. -About 400 people trudged re 
cumstances, anybody could need _for a Soci,ology Department I ~ave also h~d mqu1:nes .. c?n- the top of a hill, 44 miles south of Ridgway, at daybreak tc 
report of the declared freeze on this_cam?us,' because: . _ccrnmg t~e. _ultimate di~posihon watch Punxsutawney Pete (world famous groundhog) crawl 
in the Sociology program is A) Soc1ol~g1sts and. psychologists of the fac1htles now available to our of his burrow, yawn, cast his shadow and return to hii 
not quite understandable to ask different kmds of ques- Ithaca College Art Students. As a hole for six more weeks of winter. 
me. tions. matter of policy, the Administra- MONTREAL M d H" W Id h r 
Just one last point, I refer to B) Not offering studentsatlthaca tion is committed to providing ,67 \V Id' 'F. - .11 an an is for h' t 1c96s~ccessor t\,·.xpc women marrying only in one ex- College a full Sociology-An- adequate facilities. for this pur- J Dor s 'air .dwi h nothreOJ?Cn orld! c b scbason. · 
1 
ayoi 
. d . . 1 . can rapeau sa1 t at t e city cou not a sor more ossei ample at that meeting in the fol- thropology course study 1s pose an 1s vigorous Y pursmng a f · · h d h $5 'Ir l A d lowing question and answer sc- simply shorting them. number of alternative plans to a ter gomg m t e. re more t an mi mn aSt year. · 1 ten 
qucnce: C) A separate Sociology Depart- assure continuity of this opcr- ance was off heavily due t~ extremely bad weat~er._ 
partmcnt on the Ithaca Col- ation. . <;)IT 1\ WA- The C:anad1an Government ~as md!catcd that 
lege campus would attract Lee J. Fishkin It 1s unlikely t~at Umt~d ~tatcs deserters will contmuc to get 
students to the college, more Executive Assistant to ~ermanent i:es1dence visas. A .few hundred deserters are bc-
reesarch funds, faculty, et the President hevcd to be m Canada, along with perhaps 5,000 draft resisters. 
cetera. It would be beneficial ____ MIAMI BEACH -A 100 pound cheetah leaped from a 
to the college community. $125,000 yacht docked at an ocean front luxury apartment and 
Published weekly by the students of Ithaca College. D) Sociologists appear to be in Moon and Earth mauled a 9 year-old-boy. It then gave chase to a motorcycle greater demand than any of Editor: policeman who was driving by. The big spotted cat, fastcsl 
the other social scitenists. The flight of Apollo-8 most land animal (can generate speeds up to 65 mph), was ulti; 
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E) If one compared the rank and certainly was a tremendous matcly killed by the policeman and reinforcements rhat arrive~ 
salaries of sociologists here at achievement. However, unlike in squad cars. 
Ithaca College with the psy- Mr. Roy Leff (Letter to The ltha- BAGHDAD- Iraq and Jordan claim waves of Israeli war 
chologists of the Social Rela- can, January 31, 1969), I do not planes attacked Arab troups · three times in northern Jordan 
tions Department, one might find the decision to place an Borh report their anti-aircraft gunners downed two of the dive 
find that the sociologists were American on the moon as one bombers. Israeli officials admit one air raid but not three. 
"out." for which " the --establishment" WASHINGTON - After months of study the Navy sai! 
J. D. Burgevin (his word, not mine) should be that the loss of the nuclear submarine Scorpion was still un 
Assistant Professor praised. Instead I find the de- known. But the court of inquiry, which met for 11 weeks, foun! 
cision to be indicative of gen- no evidence indicating "foul play or sabotage:" The Scorpio: 
erally poorly thought-out pri- sank in the Atlantic last May with 99 men aboard. Downtown Buildings Sales 
Editor: 
I have had a number of in-
quiries recently concerning vari-
ous aspects and implications of 
the sale of certain Ithaca College-
owned properties. 
Rather than make individual 
responses to all who are inter-
ested in this matter, I have asked 
the Editor of the Ithacan to place 
the following facts in this issue. 
The proceeds from the sale of 
the downtown complex will be 
and have been used for operat-
ing expenses for the current 
fiscal year (ending June 30, 1969). 
When the budget for the cur-
rent fiscal year was approved by 
the Board of Trustees in May, 
orities. One must remember that NEW YORK-The Pittsburgh Pirates of the Nariona 
while Boorman, Lovell, and An- L d f d p I G. f I C, r· II I Ji. eague ra te au iroux, one o . . s mest a aroum at I 
dcrs were enroute to the moon, lctes, in the winrer session of baseball's annual free-agent clrafit-
tcns of millions of Americans el. 
were going about their daily WASHINGTON -The recently published book, "Di\·id 
routines insufficiently nourished; They Stand" written by London Daily Express newsmen work· 
inadequately housed, and ill- ing in the U.S. states that Sen. ·Eugene J. McCarthy made 
clothed. If the United States, the short lived "deal" with Sen. Robert F. Kennedy rwo days b 
wealthiest nation on earth, can- fore the New Hampshire primary. The deal was aimed at pur· 
not afford both a man on the ting McCarthy in the White House this year and Kennedy thm 
moon and an all-out assault on in 1972, regardless of whether McCarthy won or not. 
hunger, disease, and poverty, MADRID- The Franco regime has seized 18 opposition fi~ 
then it seems to me that we must urcs conneqed with the University of Madrid and sent the, 
assign first priority to lhe latter. to forced residence in remote Spanish villages. A govcrnmcn 
Do any of us hold human· dignity spokesman said that the moves were part of the effort to "de 
in such low regard that we would up" the university, closed by the Government last week. 
do otherwise? NEW YORK - Major league ·oascball moved closer tn lh) 
Robert Kurlandcr first strike in its 100 year history when the Players Associan.oi 
Assistant Professor of agreed to boycott spring training sites until their dispute w1tf 
Political Science rhc owners over their pension ft.incl is. settled. · 
FUSA Feedback 
by S. Longaker 
I hate introducrions, but I am an ex-poet of sorts, here to 
commandeer the column for FUSA and all who wish to speak 
through the li!erary medi~J?l of a newspaper. I welc?me guest 
writers and divergent opmwns and next week I will have a 
guest speaker in this place. For the moment let rhis suffice: 
"I think it is great." A typical response to my search for 
opinions_ on the J:'re<:,_ University for Social Action. Yet m_uch 
deeper he the feelings of many; there are rhose who crowd mto 
th·c art course, and some who realize that cars have hearts. 
The heart of FUSA is run by !he oil of those who care. I spoke 
to many today on the snow-covered campus who said, "I am 
sorry I cannot participate, I work ( or I am jusr lazy I guess)." 
In case you didn't know, FUSA has an excellent film offering 
this semester, clearly announced in the Union. Yes, we do do 
other things besides hold classes. The problem is, and the sav-
ing that you YOU hold it together. nor P.O. or P.R. We'd 
lov~ to communicate with you, and our box is L-21. Write 
us a letter, or come to our meetings, or if in extreme distress, 
scream. We think you should be heard. Don't you? 
Pi Theta Phi will hold a Valentine·s Day Raffle in the 
Union. Raffle tickets will be 15c each. Drawing for winners 
will be Valentine's Day. Also the Physical Therapy Fraternity 
will be sponsoring a candy sale. Candy bars will be sold for 50c 
in rhe Union. The first rush party for Pi Theta Phi will be held 
tonight at 8:00 p.m. All P.'~. students are cordially invited. 
Diane Ingraham, member of Phi Delta Pi sorority, came 
in first place in vaulting and fourth in bars at a recenr gym-
nastics match. Anne Filley tied for fifth place in bars. Both 
Phi Delta Pi's intramural basketball teams won. The second 
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by George Budin 
Perhaps I take some son of inane pleasure our of being 
different but nonetheless, I would like to try to put a parry to 
the thrust of the accusation of "studenr apathy." This jab 
comes not only from the elite ranks of "the establishment" and 
the administration of colleges and universnies but also from 
within the ranks of student themsclve~. I count myself among 
those who have lampooned and belittled the mtelligence of 
studenrs in general and am therefore opening myself to my 
own attack. 
In my opmion, "apathy begins at home."' I enjoy con-
versing on this topic with fellow students but every now and 
then you meet someone who can talk very intelligently on this 
rush party for Physical Education women will be held Febru- topic yet "hasn 't_had the time" to clean up his room for the 
past month. I know no other way but ro he blunt to this sort 
of person who can tell you that you arc apathetic yet has no 
common consideration for his neighbor or even himself. I think 
if a person is going to concern himself with the social relations 
of masses of people he can make a good start by concerning 
himself with his relation to those immediately around him. 
ary 9, in the lounge of Phi Delta Pi. The invitational tea will be 
held February 12. Elaine Goldband, of Phi Delta Pi, is running 
for eresident of W.A.A. Cris Holden is running for V.P. 
Greeks should contact Georgianna Glace at 3533 by Sun-
day night to submit information for the next issue. 
Self-Help Underlies 
Perkinsville Project 
by Nancy Cronin 
The Perkinsville Project in-
volves the village l>f Perkinsville, 
a migrant workers' village south 
of Dansville, N.Y. The people in 
this area have almost no contact 
with the outside world. The proj-
ect is staffed by some VISTA 
workers and volunteers from 
various schools. Father Tim 
Weidner is responsible for much 
of the work, and travels to the 
various camps to help out resi-
dents in any way he can. Danny 
Baker is responsible for intro-
ducing this project to Ithaca Col-
lege. He worked there during the 
summer, and often goes back on 
weekends to continue his help. 
Sophomo~es Sponsor 
Parents' Weekend; 
Greeks Aid Preparations 
tional flower sale. 
Even on this campus, I do not perceive any great lack of 
interest in the problems of the world around us. I cannot see 
rangements. Rho Mu Theta will why a lack of demonstrations, sit-ins. and the like should be 
still be in charge of the tradi- any barometer of apathy. I concede the existence of cliques: 
Catholics, Jews, Phys. Ed. majors, and "Greeks." No group 
seems to be dominant, everyone is in a minority and therefore, 
Danny Karson emphasized the no one is discriminated against. 
'necessity of showing parents the Right now we fit into the social role of "college student." 
educational objectives of the \Ve can demonstrare, shout, cry, or whatever and maybe get 
school, not simply the architec- ourselves on "The Seventh Hour News" tomorrow night. The 
most we could gain this way would be a "tsk tsk" from Chet 
Huntley. On the other hand, we can study, do the work we 
Student Congress passed the came here for and prepare ourselves for the world beyond 
proposal that the Honors Convo- South Hill. However, we should be aware of the problems of 
ture. 
by Joyce Babushkin 
At a Student Congress meeting charge of the Hundred Days 
last week, Danny Karson pro- party, and the junior class is 
posed a bill which would alter occupied with preparations for 
certain aspects of the traditional Spring Weekend, the sophomore 
Parents Weekend. Previously the class will organize Parents 
weekend had been organized by Weeked. Specifically, the presi-
Rho Mu Theta and Delta Sigma dent of the sophomore class of 
Pi in conjunction with the ad- the previous year and the three 
ministration. However, there was class officers,_ along with the 
confusion over organizational , and two members of Delta Sigma 
procedures. Pi will be responsible for the ar-
at· b h Id p t W k that world. At this point in our lives, I feel that apathy can 
c ion e e on aren s ee - be defined as "not to know and not to care." What action 
end, and that the event be high- 'we as students take must be positive if it is to be effecive. Such 
lighted with a noted speaker. was the campaign of Senator Eugene McCarthy; we students 
Plans are being made to grant a helped shake up L.B.J. However, a student campaign need not 
$100 award to a student with be political_ to be of merit._ Every tir:ie I pass through the 
superior achievement. The award student umon I see somethmg that displays student interest 
rather than apathy. I refer specifically to such activities as 
will not necessarily be based on SDS, blood drives, FUSA, the $_earch Committee and just 
academic achievement, but may even a student seriously perusing the pages of a New York 
Such services as sewing classes, 
a dispensary, a nursery, and les-
sons in child care are provided. 
The basic idea for the project 
is self-help. The clothes are sold 
to the residents at a minimal cost 
of 5c to 10c to promote self 
esteem. 
Delta Kappa fraternity spon-
sored a picnic for some of the 
children at their lodge and 
treated them to a football game, 
a tour of the school, and dinner. 
This was supported by student 
donations, the -student council, 
and President Dillingham. 
Financial Forms 
Due March 31 
A Parents' Confidential State-
ment (PCS) will be required for 
all Ithaca College financial as-
sistance (loans, grants, scholar-
ships, student employment) 
granted for the next academic 
year. The form is not required 
for Ithaca College Scholarships 
and Grants-in-Aid awarded for-
eight semesters. 
A PCS completed prior to 
registration day - January 13, 
1969 - may not be used for 
nert year's awards. 
- PCS forms and loan applil!a-
tions are available in the Finan-
cial Aid Office - Student Union 
3rd floor. 
A request for a National De-
fense Stttdent Loan and your 
PCS must be in the Financial 
Aid Office by March 31, 1969. 
, Loan requests received after that 
[ date will be processed as re-
ceived if funds are available. 
PCS forms must be processed 
through the College Scholarship 
Service. Processing time is from 
three to six weeks. 
Second semester National De-
fense Student Loan applications 
may be submitted after October 
1, 1969. 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
- ~ 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
Since the senior class is in Provost, two faculty members, be in the area of drama or art. Times or U.S. News and World Report. 
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~RATER~IT SORORITIES CLUBS have your 
------ --------- ------------ ----------~ JUNIOR ENTERPRISE CO. 
l56 OLIVER ST., N. TONAWANDA, N.Y. 14120 ~ ~ 
PLEASE SEND ME QUILLS ~ 
@25¢ EA. PLUS 10¢ HANDLING CHG. ~ CITY .. STATE (EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1.00) : 
ii;:.----------------------------------------------------------------~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I offer no solutions, just opinion. 
STARTS 
WED., FEB. 12 i i---=r ! l • l !, =I 
EVENING SHOWS - 6:45 • 9 P.M. 
MATINEES - SAT. and SUN. 2:00 P.M. 
"DAZZLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture 
'Romeo&Juliet' quite the way you did before!" -LIFE 
PAR.\ \10\ :\T PICT1 RE . ., prr,....nu 
,run t11.'IC 
n... 
FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI 
ROMEO 
B'JULIET 
:;~~~~151111 I OOO\Hll\l!Y/lffiNAHDWHlllN6/Ml!D O'SHEA/MIDWIYORX/JOHN MdNHlY c-:::::::-:-:~ ' 
PAJ Hmw!IO / NA!~ PMHY / ROBIRI SJ!HlfNS/ :§:::."7..', / fRANlll Bl1J.iSAll anrl MO O'AMllll {~} 
ANIHllNY HAVROf.K-MiAN ·a~ JOHN IIIWW!NE/RlllWlif 13JllMN/AWJ[lj illflHRU ;~cl'· If ~~I;~ 
-18 ·Guage Steel (HESJ:$1 
Weight: approx_ 20 lbs. 
length: 18-1/2" lg. x 
9-1/2" wide x 15" deep 
WEATHER-PROOF 
rubber gasket lined lid 
makes this chest ideal for 
outdoor tool storage, 
camping and picnic use. 
2 handles, 4 hasp hool<s, 
grey enamel. 
NEW-COLD WEATHER 
U.S. NAVY 
fACE MASKS 
WOOL LINED 
for Skiing, 
Skating and 
Skl-doolng ~ 
$1.50 and $'ii.QC 
* Assorted W.W. II 
Army Jackets 
* Large Assortment of 
Turtle-NecJ<s 
$3.49 and up 
Across from Barnett's Sunoco 
_ 503 W. State St. 272-9577 
FREE B.EER---BONUS C O U P O N - - - woth eveiry !L!P Oil" 1r(tl]IJ)e p1u11r«:lhi(CDse, 
the R.R. iD'llvifl'es yoll.ll iro have 
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Drawings 169 
On lEltlrnoboir (Dfr 
Co~~ege Ml!Jlsel!Jlm 
The annual Ithaca College 
drawings exhibition opened Jan-
uary 28, at the College Museum, 
120 East Buffalo Street. DRAW-
INGS '69 is composed entirely of 
work by contemporary California 
artists and provides a diversi-
fied sampling of current hap-
penings in both the San Fran-
cisco Bay and Los Angeles areas. 
Prominent among the 25 par-
ticipating artists arc Richard 
Diebenkorn, Sidney Gordin, 
Charles Mattox, Ed Moses, Na-
than Oliveira, Harold Paris, Felix 
Ruvolo, Dick Swift, Tom Akawie, 
Jerrold Ballaine, Billy Al Beng-
ston, Tony DeLap, Joe Goode and 
James Melchert. 
An unusual feature of DRAW-
INGS '69 is the accompanying 
catalogue. A 12" LP record estab-
lishes the mood of the California 
art environment as well as pro-
viding biographical information 
about the artists included in the 
show. Mr. Wood, with the as-
sistance of Fred Sauls, both of 
Figtrec Silverclouds Company, 
Inc., Venice, California, was re-
sponsible for audio design and 
production. A limited number of 
catalogues are available to the 
public at cost. 
The exhibition will continue on 
display through February 22, 
1969, and may be seen daily ex-
cept Sunday and Monday from 
10:30 to 5:00. 
Love Beads Sold 
At D.C. Bookstore 
Proven Poisonous 
The Ithacan has learned from 
Dr. J. D. Hammond that 12 sets 
of love beads were sold through 
the Ithaca College Book Store 
which later proved to be poison-
ous. The beads contain precatory 
(Abrus precatorius) bean seeds. 
If chewed or eaten, they are ex-
tremely toxic. The bean is bright-
ly colored in Chinese red with a 
black tip and has an enamel-like 
surface. It is oval in shape and 
slightly smaller than a pencil 
eraser. 
Dr. J. M. Kingsbury, of Cornell 
University identified the bean for 
the Tompkins County Health De-
partment. He will examine any 
beans submitted to him at his 
office during his ofice hours and 
will arrange for their disposal. 
He is located in room 204 of the 
Plant Science Building at Cor-
nell. 
Vergiu Cornea's 
Dancers Will Give 
!First Recital at Delhi 
by Pearl· Mruvka 
The Ithaca College Dance Com-
pany, under the direction of 
Vergiu Cornea, will perform to-
morrow night, February 8, at 
Delhi. Among the composers fea-
tured in the recital will be Mo-
zart, Beethoven, Debussy, and 
Ravel. Mr. Cornea, the one-man 
producer, choreographer, and 
dress maker for the Company, 
will perform a solo. 
"Twenty Three Red Boots," an-
other recital to be held at Itha-
ca College on February 21 and 
22, will include a combination of 
the music of Brahms, Mozart, 
Copland, and Bernstein. 
The Dance Company was or-
ganized in March, 1968 and sup-
ported through its infancy by 
Mr. Cornea. It has been recog-
nized in the international Dance 
Magazine. A trip to Liberia was 
scheduled, but Liberian financial 
difficulties waylaid the troupe. 
Auditions are open to all men 
and women of Ithaca College who 
have had a· small amount of 
previous dance instruction. All 
dancers performing in the two 
scheduled recitals, however, are 
drama majors. 
Music, Syntlhesos 
S0und1 Begcnll'il -
Where Does 
~il' IEoull? 
by Steve Elman 
The Colonial News 
It began about two years ago, 
and the conclusion hasn't been 
reached. It started as a desire 
to make the original venture 
more interesting, and may con-
clude with the destruction of 
categories and the creation of a 
new art form known as MUSIC. 
Butterfield and the Blues 
Project had the right idea -
try to combine forms of expres-
sion presently existing into a 
new one that will appeal to 
everyone who liked each of the 
old. "Rock" and "Blues" and even 
the amorphous, maligned "jazz" 
began moving toward one an-
other - cautiously. 
Rock even has schools now. 
There's Hendrix and Cream and 
thundering, body-bending ampli-
fied SOUND. There's the O hi o 
Express and Bosstown. Buffalo 
Springfield (define that one, I 
dare you). Al Kooper - what's 
that? A freaky one-man band 
that plays better than any other 
one-man group around. 
The word. Say the word and 
you'll be free. The word is syn-
thesis. Synthesis of musical 
forms. Maybe if we forget about 
some of these words we might 
even end up liking some of this 
stuff. 
Suppose, just for a minute, that 
music doesn't really depend on 
categories at all. Suppose the 
reason Archie Shepp chooses to 
play differently from Charlie 
Parker is due solely to the fact 
that he wants to play different-
ly. Not that he is trying to "syn-
thesize Bop and Avant-garde 
ja7.z," but that he is merely at-
tempting some kind of commun-
ication different from Parker's. 
Communication, perhaps. A 
relationship between human be-
ings. The most perfect form of 
relationship - one that tran-
scends the mind and lets you feel 
rather than think. 
If there has been any direc-
tion in the synthesis of modern 
music, that direction has been 
that of intensification of the re-
lationship between performer 
and audience. Why does the 
Grateful Dcad's new album have 
a short section that says, "Come 
on, everybody, get up and 
dance?" Why does the Jefferson 
Airplane prefer a hall where 
there arc no seats? Why docs 
Archie Shepp encourage people 
to move their bodies to his im-
provisations? 
In a real sense, dancing helps 
to create the music of these per-
formers. They arc interested in 
response reaction, spontaneous 
feeling. They want emotion 
rather than intellect. 
It isn't surprising, in light of 
this most recent development, to 
see that jazz does not reach so 
many people. Young whites are 
drr.wn less to quiet meditation 
now than their parents were. 
Even this generation contrasts 
sharply with the beats of a few 
years ago. The beat trademark 
was a coffeehouse with TABLES 
and CHAIRS. The hip landmark 
is a hall, large enough to hold all 
the people it can possibly held, 
a hall where people dance. 
WHEEL 
BALANCING 
Cures Frorit End 
Shimmy 
High Speed 
Dynomic Balance 
399 
FRONT-END ALIGNED 
WE RESET CAMBER-CASTER TOE-
IN, ADJUST STEERING, CHECK YOUR 
FRONT SUSPENSION. 7 50 A COMPLETE 
SAFETY CHECK Re 
Air Conditioned 9 / 5 
S2 More V~lue FREE COMPLETE CHASSIS 
LUBRICATION 
WITH 
QUAKER STATE 
CDi~~GE 31s 
UP TO SOTS. 
':~_;;v SHOCKS 
INSTALLED 
25,000 MILE GUARANTEE 
DOUBLE ACTiON 13 8 8 FOR YOUR RIDING 
COMFORT. 
v _______ _, INSTALLED FOR ONLY PAIR 
8todt on h&n4 only 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED• E-i CREDIT 
. . 
11 Deln11 Supper Announced by Hillel 
by Mike Zimet 
Hillel has announced plans for $1.00 for members, and $1.25 for 
a' "Deli" supper, to be held on non-members. 
Sunday, February 9, at 5:30 p.m., The deli-supper is another in 
in the I&E Coffee House. The a large series of programs 
program will include a guest scheduled by Hillel during this 
speaker, slides, folk singing, a semester, in an effort to provide 
FANTASTIC "deli"-style supper, a new and exciting activity for 
and lots of fun! Jewish and other interested stu-
Admission at the door will be dents. Plans for the immedfate 
future include the showing of a 
major film, ordering of Passover 
meals (and preparation for the 
Seders), and other activities 
Those interested in helping, ii; 
any way, are asked to call Lon. 
nie Haymes (3542), Bill Krovctz 
(3775), or Mike Zimct (3604). 
The "deli"-suppcr, like all Hil-
lel activities, is open to both 
members and non-members, with 
everyone welcome. 
We've taught over 400,000 people to read an avera,ge of 4.7 times faster. 
Attend a FREE MINI-LESSON® and learn how to read faster in just one hour! 
MINI-LESSONS AT FRIENDS BALL, ROOM FZOll 
Monday, February 10th at 8:00 P.M. 
Wednesday, February 12th at 8:00 P.M. 
-CLASSES BEGIN FEBRUARY 25TH-
!For information, call: Z73·S.S.49 
Our positive guarantee of tuition refund 
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute will refund your tuition if you do not 
at least triple your reading index (reading rate multiplied by comprehension percentage) 
during the course as measured by our standardized testing program. This policy 
is valid when you have attended each classroom session and completed the minimum 
daily assigned home drill at t~e level specified by your instructor. 
'Evel~n Woad 
'Reading 'D~namies 
-
DIVERSIFIED EDUCATION INSTITUTE 
545 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK. N.Y. 10017 • IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 
-
ll allowe_d to have ·a beer in his or her room or a member of the 
opposite sex in the room to visit." 
If, on February 22, the Board of Trustees passes the 
Campus Life Committee's recommendation for liquor and inter-
v1sitation, some will say that Ithaca College has finally become 
mature and given its students the right to have this maturity. 
But is the nature of being mature in your dorm, the same 
3 , having a campus of ·well-educated mature scholars. 
The students need to be more mature in many other ways 
bdore we can consider liquor and intervisitation as the keys 
to grown-up living. Each Ithaca College student has to act more 
maturely and each faculty member must show him the respect 
that belongs to him. Not jusr the professors, but the college 
as a whole has to give him the right to be free thinking and 
alive. _ 
Some begin the argument for liquor and intervisitation in 
the dormitories. "If the professors expect us to be mature in the 
classroom, how can we when we are treated like children in our 
own Jiving quarters. With D.A.'s, house rules, curfews, etc., 
how can we act like mature students. Shouldn't a student be 
The college catalog defines the purpose of an education at 
Ithaca College: " ... its purpose is to foster intellectual in-
query and to help_ students acc,uire skills and make valid judg-
ments m an envi_ronment which stresses those personal and 
human values so important in meeting society's growing need 
for broadly creative and responsible people." 
J list how docs the College promote these ideas? Certainly 
11:0~ by a _cut system, also perhaps by nor setting a completely 
ng1d. curr_1culum for all students, where there are precious few 
elecuves m other areas open to those students. Students have 
to be trea!ed like mature adults in the classrooms as well. You 
can't grant them a few _social _priviliges and then expect these 
to carry over to academic affairs, when there is little academic 
freedom for the student in each class. 
_People are s~arting to wake up. Stud_ents arc sitting 011 
curnculull'! committees. to help decide which courses are the 
most pertment and which the least interesting and informing. 
Ano!her group of studen_ts has aske~ t~at g~ad~s be sent only 
~o stud~nts a!Jd 1~ot their parents. fh1s_ again 1s another step 
m ~he right ~irect10n. But. the danger still lurks. Academic and 
social maturity mus~ be given to the students. Toge·ther these 
can be successful, but alone, one could affect the other. 
. Can y~u give liquor privileges to all students and let girls 
m_ th~ mens dorms, but ~ake a girl be back to her dorm by 
m1d111ght each weekday night? Of course some girls have keys. 
.------------------------Continued from page 1 
opens tonight in the Proscenium 
Theatre. "The Laundry" starts 
next Wednesday, running_ from 
February 12 through 15. The Ith-
aca College Dance- Company will 
perform two benefit recitals for 
Biafran relief the following week. 
Tickets for "The Laundry" 
:ire on sale today at the Ithaca 
College box office, 274-3224. 
Debate Team 
Enjoys Winning 
Season 
Ithaca College's Debate Team 
has had a very enjoyable and suc-
cessful year so far. The team 
under the direction of Speech 
Instructor Charles Waugh bas 
represented Ithaca College well. 
They have participated in tourna-
ments at Niagara, Susquahanna, 
and Brown Universities. A fast 
improving I.C. team has defeated 
among others, St. Johns, Penn 
State and Harvard. 
BLOW YOURSELF UP 
TO POSTER SIZE 
Get 'flNII' ewn Photo Pod~r. Send any Black 
_. Wlllt. ., Color Photo. Also any nows-
...., • -.,izlae photo. 
PERFECT POP ART 
..... roD..s and mall•d In atu,dy tube. OIIIIUI ,wtm,Md undamaged. 
AS2&.ll0 Value ii; 
2x3 Ft- sa · jQ 
3X4 tt.-$7.50 
PHOTO JIGSAW PUZZLE a H.x ay2 tt. 53·50 
G.t yo11r own Per>on•lind Pholo Jiaww Puulc. ScMI any blnk and wh,tc or 
col0? 1>hoto. Mailed lit (0 •HY to auanblc plccn. Grc.11t 11ft er s•s for Hyonc. 
~.=.tai ... =.::141::t;;,~-- erderN. Md locel Sales 
PHOTO POSTER, Inc., 210 :E. 23d St., Dopt. 628, :N.Y. 10010 
~yluau 'Mills 
1757 Slatervillo RoacD 
DINNER 
5:90 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Ste~ks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
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!Fnell(!ls IFesil'nvcnB "fro Sira1rfr T!}u.oll"sday 
by Ralph Si1ortell pay the mortgage on his patch-
EVERYBODY'S FAVORITE work "mansion." The following 
DIRTY OLD MAN IS COMING Thursday, February 20, you'll be 
TO CAlVIPUS. Putting it down for able to see him as a carnival 
a whole new generation of poten- barker trying to pass off his ward 
tial Fie!ds' cultists, and. a whole I a~ a missing heiress in "Poppy." 
generation of devoted Fields' ad-, Fmallv on Februarv 27 see him 
diets, whatever the subject, I star ~-1th the inco~pa;ablc Mae 
whatever the treatment, W. C. West in "My Little Chickadee," 
Fields' humor is more up-lo-date a burlesque western, in which the 
than the hippest of conlempor- Big City siren (Mae), in trying to 
ary flicks. take the Wild and Wooly West, 
Catch "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage just about meets her match when 
Patch" on Thursday, February 13, she encounters an even wilder 
in Union Recreation Room at and woolier W. C. Fields. That's 
8:00 p.m. and see what happens all it should take to make W. C. 
when \V. C. doesn't show up to your favorite old man, too. 
I_sn'.t i~ sort of ;1bsurd to grant all these privileges and then 
limit curfews to a few hundred? Doesn't it seem ·odd to have 
over 1000 keys floating around? 
vV~ must show our maturi~y. in many ways. Perhaps only 
then will those that grant permission and make the rules listen 
and not contradict themselves too much. Ithaca Colleg; needs 
mature students, both acadcm1cally_ as well as socially. And rhey 
need to be treated that way both rn the classroom and outside 
the academic environment. 
JFUN WORKING IN EUROPE 
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people, 
SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cate-
gories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including 
details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions, 866 United 
N2tions Plaza, New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem-
bership Orgamzation. 
!Bo-ow01ing-Kon9 
Corner State and Aurora 
The National Collegiate De-
bate Topic for this year is Re-
solved: That Executive Control 
of U~ited States. Foreign Policy 
Should Be Significantly Cur-
tailed. This topic is debated at all 
intercollegiate debate tourna-
ments. Plans for this semester 
include tournaments at Emerson, 
Hunter, and Chicago. Anyone in-
terested in joining the team is 
welcome. Meetings arc Monday 
afternoons at 4:00 in Mr. Waugh's 
office. If this is not convenient, 
contact Mr. Waugh or Debate 
Chairman Janet Car:penter. De-
bating is a very educational, 
worthwhile, and_satisfying activi-
ty so join the Ithaca College team 
that is traveling further, meeting 
more teams, and developing pro-
gressively. 
NlEAIRDNG 1i1Hl!E IENIQ) i 
SIHIAIR.IP IREDUCTOON$ f 
<CASIHI ON!LV ~ 
J 
BARNEn1S 
~ 
<S~ 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272-9881 
~~----~-~ 
-
\he • · 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
NEW ITALIAN COOK 
Featuring 
Gnocchi 
Pasta Fauollo 
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 
PROVIDENCE 
vs 
NIAGARA 
Be sure to watch this exciting ~ame-:-televjsed live and_ in color. And 
while you're enjoying the action, en1oy bright, rewarding Schaefer 
-the one beer to have when you're having more than one. 
11.0VlE & IN COLOR· 2:00 PM· WSYR-TII (Cl}IJ l 
!rlRJIOA Y ltllindl SA l'l!JIRIO>A V 
$we<tllfre!i's (c[j"ew, vee, frl\.llli'il'~e !l'ileclk.s) 
Redll!.!lcetdl 50% 
WOOL AND ORLON HOSIE 
!Regularly $1.50 
Now 2 for $2.22 
OUTIER_WIEAR IRIEDUCED 30% 
WOOL SPORT SH I R1"S 
Regularly $21.00 
Now $14.97 
SpeciaO Group of $3 and $5 Vies 
2 for $2.99 
Many Other Items Not Listed 
a night on him air irhe W1t11irelhiot!.Dse, ½ Qt. o{f lbeetr (irlhictlJfr1 s 
COl ll>ng 16 OX.) ffotr <CD dJomeo 1rihe ~.~o CCD~$0 <CD!l'illlil01!.!111ilC<eS 
.. . ~ .. 
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by Don Sheldon 
\\'ithin the last !cw years the United States has witnessed 
the growth of a new political force which has come to be known 
as The New Left. It is composed of hundreds of widely diversi-
fied groups having no common plan, program or central organi-
zation. Their politican range is very wide, from the very lib-
eral all the way through to the extreme radical groups of 
anarchists, Castorires, Black Power advocates and many others. 
Despite this wide range, certain characteristics are common to 
most of these individuals and groups - as the demands for 
American withdrawal from Vietnam, for immediate compliance 
wirh the most radical Negro demands and for massive federal 
assistance for the purpose of bringing about material and social 
equality for all Americans. On the negative side they appear 
anti-middle class, against both the economic system and the 
values inherent Ill it, evidenrly seeing these values as shallow, 
selfish, meaningless and feeling alien to them. 
If these were the only important traits common to the 
New Left it would not be as dangerous a force as it is. There is 
nothing wrong with being for peace in Vietnam and racial and 
economic equality at home. These arc goals desired by the 
large majority of Americans. What makes this force dangerous 
to American democracy are the means a large portion of these 
groups and individuals arc willing to use to achieve these goals. 
If they can not get what rhey want by asking, they then de-
mand, and if not by lawful demonstration and petition then by 
rioting and other unlawful means. If the authorities do nor give 
them what they want they are likely to use force and threat to 
aqempt to get what they want. Whatever their goals may be, 
their actions are totalitarian in nature, characeristic of com-
munists and fascists and definitely not democratic. Although 
the New Left likes to picture itself as fighting for democracy 
against a society endangered by facism and police statism they 
themselves arc the only significant political movement which 
shows strong inclinations toward fascist and totalitarian tactics. 
The supporters of George Wallace, Richard Nixon and 
Hubert Humphrey have not been rioting and demonstrating 
unlawfully, have not been forcing the closing of colleges and 
have not refused the right of speakers ro speak and audiences to 
hear them. Many of the members of the New Left have done 
all this and more. The danger of fascism in this country comes 
only from the New Left, not from the right and not from the 
center. It is time that the legal and established authorities dis-
tinguish between the goals and the methods of this movement 
and act accordingly, enforcing the laws of the country and the 
rules of the colleges. No one is above the law and the New Left 
can not expect to be ~reared as a privileged elite, above and 
separate from the rest of the community. 
ITHACA IFLOOR 
COVERING 
O Lee's Carpets 
e Floor Covering 
O Paints 
PATRONIZIE 
YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
JlHJYlE JlEYJEW 
by Lorin Woigard 
CINEMA-"Thc Sergeant" Rod Steiger returns to the screen 
following his Oscar-performance from last year. 
ST..<\TE-"SECRET CEREMONY" Mia Farrow and Liz Tay-
lor in a perversion packed film from paperback kingdom. 
ITHACA-"The Fixer" ( sec below) Powerful cinema presented 
well. 
STRAND-"Candy" Lot's of sugar and spice bur not so nice. 
TEMPLE-"Thc Outdoorsman'' or My Hunting Trip to Can-
ada. 
Every ~o often there comes a motion picture· that renders 
one speechless as he leaves the theatre. There is no need to talk 
of the film's power because everyone has felt it. There is no 
way to speak of be2uty becau~e deep inside it's an· ugly story 
saved onlv by the humanity of one man. And it would be hy-
pocrisy t~ say what an effective social comment this was be-
cause if you look around the corner you can s·ee the same suf-
fering. Such a picture is John Frankcnhcimcr's "The Fixer". 
Yakov Zok is a Jewish peasant carpenter living in the rev-
olutionary years of Russia when persecution found its way to 
every house in the Jewish ghetto. But Yakov does not look 
like a Jew an<l is able to become acquainted with a girl of the 
noble class by mere accident. She is an impassioned person and 
when Yakov refuses to make love to her she betrays him by 
charging him with rape. From there his ethnic background is 
revealed and he is charged with murder, imprisoned, beaten 
and finally charged with leading a Jewish revolutionary move-
ment. His persecutors desire only a confession which they can 
use in their "unification through hate" and they would free him 
if he would submit. But Yakov is a man of conscience as well 
as intelligence and is able to respond to their twisted questions 
with unincriminating answers. Does this sound familiar to the 
story of another Jewish carpenter? And doesn't it likewise re-
sound throughout history? In Rome, in Russia, in Germany, in 
America? J cwish, Negro, Catholic. It makes no difference. The 
hatred of man is there and thaf s the hell of it. 
EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB m ICCI C :, m 
w 
- W. C. FIELDS - m ICCI C 
:, 
fFDlM !FESTIVAL m w m m C 
:, m 
w 
Thurs.1 Feb. 13 - 11Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage "' m C :, m 
w Patch11 
"' m Thurs., Feb. 20 - 11Poppy11 C :, m w Thurs.1 Feb. 27 - 11Mr. Little CKick·adee11 
"' m with Mae West C :, 'ClCI w 
ICCI UNION REC ROOM - 8:00 P.M. ·2! :, m w Admission 75c 
"' ICCI C :, an:1 en:1 an:1 en:1 en:1 EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB Ull w 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
(¢H¥PHB.'-~--- .- _. '.™ .. ¥,"""'!""-;.~.U..-f-SPJ.;-~:-?i\¥ 
ITHAC.A 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
LEE1S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Bra)<e & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
MONDAY MITE 
Plank Steak Specialtie5 
THURSDAY NOTE 
Authen* Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
., 
r: 
OWNED & OPERATED BY DRYDEN RADIO & T.V. SVCE. CO. 
LAFAYETTE ~&lIDO@ 
EL~CTRONICS 
7il(ITHjl 
"We Service 
What We Sell" 
"ASSOC. 
STORE" 
MOTOROLA 
COLOR TELEVISION 
LARGE DISPLAY of TV - PORT ABLES - STEREOS 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
- OVER 10,000 PARTS IN STOCK -
YOUR DISCOUNTS - "Malec Your Dollar Go Farther" 
$1.45' MEDIUM SIZE PIZZA 
FOR 98C 
with ttlis coupc:n 
Plzzalnn 
ll2N.AURORAST; 273-8744 
E,cplrc• Fobr=ry 9, 1060 
8 
SERVI CENTER 
Official Inspection Stati~ 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
WE SATISFY 
fEVEN 
THE BLUE 
MEANIES Y 
· (We have the music) 
CAMPUS SOUNDS 
New Directions Ltd. 
111 S. Aurora St. 
Ithaca, New York 
273-7404 
Bond Booking Agent 
Yakov is played by Alan Bates who gives a performance 
that will not be forgotten. The gentleness he must possess is 
played with fervent passion and rapport. Mr. Bates is not a 
s~irring actor, not here at least. But I think he performs with 
the concept that the role is the symbol and not the actor, and 
he's quite right. The story's tension tears an audience to pieces. 
He need not detract from his performance for an effect. Rather 
he allows his command of subtlety to play the part and it is 
most effective in silent power. His understanding of the man 
condemned by his ethnic background, who subscribes neither to 
religion because of its inconsisrencies nor politics because of the 
results, is penetrating. He plays Yakov as a believer in man 
and the love that should be inherent even though he has found 
none himself. 
Don't let T-bars throw you. 
Riding a T-bar is pretty easy, if you'll just.remember 
one thing: a T-bar isn't a seat. It doesn't carry you up-
hill. It pulls you up. · 
Keep that in mind, and you're ready to ride. Just 
move into the ski tracks and put the tails of your skis 
against the backstop. Then, with your poles in your 
outside hand, turn your head and upper body to the 
inside toward your riding partner. _ 
When the bar is put behind you, gently hold the 
vertical staff of the T with your inside hand. Turn to 
the front and keep your skis in the tracks as you move 
uphill. Keep relaxed (yet erect) with your ankles and 
·knees flexed slightly forward. 
Remember. Don't sit down on the bar. 
When you reach the summit, just push the bar 
aside and let your skis carry you away from it. It's a 
cinch. And it sure beats climbing! . 
"Schaefer Ski Tips by Roxy" will appear in the sports 
section of this newspaper every week. Be sure to watch 
for it. And be sure to listen to "Ski Reports by Roxy"-
with Roxy Rothafel, the voice of skiing. They're the 
most reliable radio reports on skiing conditions in the 
East. And you can hear them almost everywhere in ski 
country. Tear out the schedule below and take it along 
whenever you take off to go skiing. 
CITY 
Phlladelphla 
Pa. 
New York 
N.Y. 
Provldenca 
R.I, 
Boston 
Mass. 
Worcester 
Mass. 
f.r.'!~gfleld 
Portsmouth 
N.H. 
Manchester 
N.H. 
Claremont 
N.H. 
Hanover 
N.H. 
usKI REPORTS BY ROXY" 
RADIO SCHEDULE 
STATION DAYS TIMES 
WCAU Mon. thru ~at. 7:00-7:30AM 
Th., Fri., Sat. 6:30-7:00AM 
WNEW Mon. thru Sat. 6:4SPM 
Mon. thru Sat. 9:45PM 
Wed. thru Sat. 7:45AM 
WPRO Wed. thru Fri. 
~;l~:• 12:15PM, 
~turday 8:15AM, 10:15AM, 
12:15PM 
WEEI Tu., Wed., Sat. 6:55AM, 6:30PM 
·Th., & Fri. 6:55AM, 6:30PM, 
11:10PM 
WSRS Mon. thru Sat. 8:00-9:00AM (FM) Mon. thru Fri. 5:00-6:00PM 
WSPR Mon. thru Sat. 7:35AM, 12:10PM 
6:lOPM.11:lOPM 
WHEB Mon. thru Sat. 7:30-8:00AM 
Mon. thru Sat. 5:0Q.5:30PM 
WGIR Mon. thru Sat. 7:30-8:00AM 
Mon. thru Sat. 5:00-5:30PM 
WTSV Mon. thru Sat. 7:00-9:00AM 
Mon. thru Sat. 5:00-6:00PM 
WTSL Mon. thru Sat. 7:00-9:00AM 
Mon. thru Sat. 5:00-6.1JOPM 
Schenectady WGY 
N.Y. 
Mon. thru Sat. 6:55-7:00AII 
~y~cuse WFBL Mon. thru Sat. 7:25-7:30AM Fri. 3:25-8:25PM 
Sat. 9:25AM, 10:25AM, 
11:25AM 
Schziclcr El1cwrr1l'~, New York ~nd Alb,rny, N.Y. H•llu,,orf', Md. 
,s 
MUSIC REVIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
The Israel Chamber Symphony Orchestra, conducted by 
Gary Berrini, presented an interesting concert on January 29. It 
is rather difficult to really judge the level of this ensemble's 
playing since unusual circumst~nces occurred dire~tly before 
the concert, and probably contributed to the sometimes unim-
pressi".e performance of the grou_p: One must rake into ~onsider-
ation 1s that the group of mus1c1ans had been traveling from 
New York by bus since nine in the morning. Their bus had 
made a wrong turn at the Morse Chain parking lot in Ithaca 
where it broke down and the group was stranded for three 
hours. The orchestra members finally arrived at school an 
hour before the concerr and all their instruments and other 
equipment were not completely unloaded until 8: 15. There-
fore, many per~ons did not have the opportunity to warm up 
sufficiently, which may have been responsible for subpar per-
formance. 
The ensemble presented a program of Joseph Haydn's 
Symphony in E minor, #44, "Trauersymphonie" Mordecai 
Seter's "Daughter of Jeptha;" W. A. Mozart's violin concerto in 
D major, #7, K. 271a. and Paul Hindemith's Kammermusik, 
Op. 24#1. The ensemble seemed more at home with contempor-
ary music, for in the early part of the program a muddy and 
thick bass and cello sound was ofren predominant. This was 
mainly exemplified in the Haydn where the bass line often 
tended to drown out the violins and winds. At times this was 
,appropriate for the symphony since a lot of first movement is 
1lin the lower register of the violins suggesting a solemn or tragic 
,atmosphere. The heavy cello and bass line therefore helped to 
;reinforce this feeling. 
I The heavy bass line, however, appeared in the other three 
works, which seems to indicate that Mr. Bertini felt the f.ound 
',!1vas appropriate for the Haydn. The orchestra was at its best 
probably in the Hindemith. Here the orchestra was better 
balanced and more precise in its playing. It also seemed as if 
the brass players were warmed up, since they had a rather poor 
irst half consisting of split notes and poor intonation. 
The Mozart com:erto was a pleasure to hear. The con-
certo, which displays a lot of technical virtuosity for the 
violin, is a more recently discovered work. The soloist, Alexander 
Tai, (one of the concertmasters of the orchestra) displayed 
a formidable technique combin-ed with beautiful tone. The 
orchestra suported him well except that it sometimes over-
/ 
Continued on page 11 
VAlLJENTDNIE 
FLOWERS 
BOOL'S 
next to 
IDD'ug Committee Statement o{F 
!Policy and Guidelines 
The purpose of this commirtee is to minimize drug abuse 
and dependency at Ithaca College. Two concepts are funda-
mental to the accomplishment of this purpose. The first con-
siders that a student who is involved in drug abuse in such 
manner that he rhreatens the health and safety of the campus, 
or portions thereof, must be removed from the student body. 
The second considers· that a student involved in drug abuse, 
who presents no real hazard to others and who is willing to 
cooperate, will be given guidance and information for rehabili-
tation in order that he may remain in school. Cooperation is 
construed above all else to mean a cessation of drug abuse. 
The aim of this committee, therefore, is the eradication of 
drug abuse by education rather than discipline. when this is 
feasible. This means that, except in the situations to be out-
lined below, a conuscling process will be attempted before dis-
ciplinary action is recommended. Each case of drug abuse will 
be individually considered and advised. 
This committee must function as an educational, counsel-
ing and judicial body as it is the only body on campus with 
extensive knowledge of drugs, drug abuses and the medical and 
para-medical aspects of the situation. 
Each commirtec member· is encouraged to act autonom-
ously in the counseling process, and in order to be effective in 
this role it is understood thar he may hear problems confi-
dentially within the framework of the law. 
Selling, pushing, or giving drugs of abuse, or bringing such 
drugs to the campus for other than personal use, is considered 
hazardous to campus health and safery. The committee, there-
fore, has established the policy that it will recommend expulsion 
for students so involved. 
A student who has been warned, or counseled, concerning 
drug use and who again uses drugs should be advised to meet 
with rhe entire committee, who may then act as a disciplinary 
body and make disciplinary recommendations to the Presi-
dent's Disciplinary Committee. This is not to be construed as 
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meaning that the counselor of the offender musr report re-
lapses which he has noted in the counseling relationship. 
There i.s no confidential information belonging to t!'ie 
whole committee, except rhc names of those who may supply m-
formation. However, individual members may accept confi-
dences as they choose. It is understood that all legal methods 
for gathering rnformation may be used, and that each committee 
member will gather information accordin~ to his own methods 
and opportunities. 
The committee, or its members individually, may investi-
gate on rhe basis of any sort of evidence. In order to recom-
mend as a disciplinary body first hand knowledge, confession, 
legal evidence or affidavits from witnesses should be available. 
It is usual procedure for members to report to the chair-
man the names of studenr offenders coming to their attention. 
in order that a central clearing house exist. Such a list will re-
main unlabeled and in no way become a part of the student's 
record. If any member of rhe committee encounters refusal to 
comply with his efforts it should be immediately reported to 
the chairman. 
The educational activity of this committee requires that 
each member must familiarize himself with the drugs of abuse, 
their basic abilities when used or abused, with some of the 
fundamenrals of adolescent psychology, and with reasons for 
drug abuse. This educational activity is expected to consist of 
group and individual counseling, formal class lectures dormi-
tory discussions, individual discussions, freshman ori~ntation, 
and visiting lectures and counselors. In addition it is expected 
that the various members will devote as much time as possible 
to off-campus control efforts, including the news media civic 
commitrees. and lectures to iqterested groups. ' 
The committee as a whole has certain courses of action 
available. In addition to counseling, discussion and warnings 
there are recommendations for social probation, suspension, or 
expulsion. It is never to be recommended that an offender be 
required ro move off campus. 
It is understood that the problem of drug abuse involves 
individuals, as well as the campus as a whole. Therefore each 
case will have its own facets and the committee is free fo 
modify its policy accordingly. 
special Valentine hint 
Buxton billfolds 
A place for all his cards and folded papers ... a 
place for all his folding money ... thaf!s a ligh 
and flexible Lord Buxton wallet. Crafted of 
beautiful leathers, it's a great gift to give. 
5.00 to 20.00 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
fine letter papers 
Montag statioimery 
Quality writing paper that lets you match 
your gift Hst with a personality-perfect paper. 
Choose patterns, such as Dotted Swiss, In the 
Park, Single Rose, Meadow Moods, more, 
from our varied collection. White and pretty 
pastels. · 
]..Qm to 7.5~ 
for the traveling man 
<e~JID&Inldable DolP)jp> JKiiti 
Available in the finest leathers, fabrics . _ . 
Dopp Kit is great for over night packing or to 
take on a long trip. Gives leakproof protection 
and expands to fit its contents. Gives years of 
traveling pleasure. 
STORE ~G<l AA1EN, STREET FLOOR 
the arrival of many dozen English ILP1 s How1n1 orrn frrom CcuDoforrB'iloltII. 
tthat !R.R. 
' 
·' 
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Bob Schuiman Creates 'Directions;' 
WOCfS Mcolkes 'Musoc the Mess(!Jge' 
by Rich Newberg 
You've come to a stop. Ahead Soul." The "soul sound" is hosted 
lies a busy intersection of musi- by Little C and has even received 
cal sounds and vibrations. Not FCC recognition! Folk Music 
knowing where to turn, you Ithaca is another Shulman crea-
quickly move the FM dial to 91.7. tion. He served as its host for 
It so happens it's a Wednesday two years. 
night (9:00 p.m.). Bob Shulman Bob Shulman has a philosophy 
is there to give you "Directions.". behind his method of program-
"Most of my show is 'folk- ming: "Music as the message." 
oriented,' branching out into An attempt is made to continue 
blues, progressive, and acid rock. the message of a particular selec-
I chose the name 'Dire~tions~ be-1 tion by following up w_ith another 
cause of the many musical direc- of the same idea. This not only 
tions the show can take." Shu!- creates a mood, but also gives 
man's selection of music is based the show meaning. Although the 
primarily on the requests from direction may change, never has 
his listeners. Shulman hit a dead end. 
Always keeping up with the When mapping out your eve-
latest developments and trends ning activities for the week, cir-
in music, Bob Shulman is pres- cle Wednesday night, 9:00-12:00. 
ently the Co-Director of the You'll be heading in the right 
WICB Music Board. All albums direction! 
coming into the station go Friday 
through his hands before they're 6:00- 8:00 p.m. Dinner Music 
catelogued. As a producer, he is 8:00- 9:00 p.m. News and In-
responsible for "This Side of formation 
South Hill To Award 
$25 First Prizes 
First prize awards of $25 will 
be awarded in the fields of poe-
try, short stories, essays, one-act 
plays and photography by South 
Hill, the student literary maga-
zine published by the English 
Department. 
Winning contributions will ap-
pear in the next edition of the 
magazine. All entries must be 
submitted by Friday, February 
21, to Room 302 of the Arts and 
Sciences Faculty Office Building. 
Editor-in-Chief of South Hill 
is sophomore Richard Asam. 
Staff members are freshmen 
Suzanne Parmelee, Jerry Mond 
and Gregg Weatherby. All are 
drama majors. 
"C'7 " Jorever 
~Jeng 
~~ 
A token of esteem, love and 
devotion, as worn by !he lovers 
of ye_sleryear, hand fashioned 
in fine 18K Gold to be worn 
as a symbol of undying love 
... The hands open gracefully, 
to reveal an enamel heart, and 
reclasp to cover .. , . a truly 
beautiful tolr.en of friendship 
Patten's Jewelers 
306 E. State St. 
9:00-11:00 pm. Extension 917 
11:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. The Inside 
Saturday 
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Middle of 
the Road 
Phone 273-4443 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized TraveJ Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel ogent. 
Try the 
!Pastry Shop 
SLOTTEO'S 
SHOE REPAIR 
~~ 
506 W. State St. 
272-4949 
~ Leather & Zipper Repair 
L. ,.:•,~;!!:~er. ~ 
't.( SCIENTIFIC EYE EXAMINATION 
Your •r•• c.on1rantly chonv• thro119'li age. u.,. and obuw c.,.., o 
thorough •t• ••am1notion once a y.or lo 111011.e sure 1ovr • .,.., ~·• 
fit ond thot your glane, fit yovr need• ,,ote-c:I rour 10b p, o 
tect your good look, V,1,1 the R .. Kteu,d Optom••""' ot 
Dudolph"1 during th11 month fo, b.tter •&M<>n · 
REGISTERED OPTOMETRISDt. ,CAMINER, . 
uASU:D TERMS 
THAN EVEQ 
DUliNG 
FIUUARY 
OPTLC,.t t ASHI~ CE111ttR. 
106 N. AUIOIA SJ. 
6:00- 7:00 p.m. Light Classical 
Music 
7:00-10:00 p.m. Middle of the 
Road 
10:00- 2:00 a.m. Acid Rock 
Sunday 
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Middle of 
the Road 
6:00- 7:00 p.m. Light Classical 
7:00- 9:00 p.m. Soul Music 
9:00-12:00 Rock 
Monday 
6:00- 8:00 p.m. Dinner Music 
8:00- 9:00 p.m. News and In-
formation 
9:00-12:00 Middle of the Road 
Tuesday 
6:00-8:00 p.m. Dinner Music 
8:00-9:00 p.m. News and In-
formation 
9:00-12:00 Music of the Big 
Bands 
Wednesday 
6:00-8:00 p.m. Dinner Music 
8:00-9:00 p.m. News and In-
formation 
9:00-12:00 Directions (Folk and 
Progressive) 
Thursday 
6:00-8:00 p.m. Dinner Music 
8:00-9:00 p.m. News and In-
formation 
9:00-12:00 Jazz 
International Vocalist, 
Pianist To Perform 
In Faculty Concert 
Held at Ford Hall 
Ewa and Thomas Michalak, two 
outstanding young artists who 
are newcomers to Ithaca's 
musical scene, will present a free 
public concert at Walter Ford 
Hall on the Ithaca College cam-
pus Thursday evening, February 
13.' 
The 8:15 p.m. event will be a 
song recital featuring Mrs. 
Michalak, mezzo-sprano, w it h 
Prof. Michalak at the piano. 
Mr. and Mrs. Michalak came 
to Ithaca from Philadelphia last 
fall when Mr. Michalak -joined 
the Ithaca College School .of 
Music faculty. Ewa Michalak, 
Music faculty. Ewa Michalak, 
born and educated in Poland, 
has already been acclaimed 
throughout Europe for her sensi-
tive musical interpretations. She 
studied with Antonina Waskie-
wicz and Magdalena Halfter and 
graduated with honors in 1965 
from the Academy of Mus~c in 
Warsaw. 
TL.er.lVER 
~ TAVBRH 
2027 Slatemlle Rd. 
SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN: Daily at 4 P.M. 
Closed Sunday 
, S ... •Lellllwllll 
.,...,.Pia_ 
T-H-£ rl'RST SIGN.OF 
SPRING IS A ROBIN, 
RIGMT'~ 
Mrs. Michalak won the Interna-
tional Vocal Competition in 
Hertogenbosch, Holland. She has 
performed in many radio and 
television programs in Poland, 
Hungary and Holland. Since com-
ing to the United States at the 
end of 1965, she has sung in the 
Philadelphia area. 
Prof. Michalak, also a native of 
Poland and an honors graduate 
in conducting and violin from the 
Warsaw Academy, continued his 
studies in this country with Ivan 
Galamian. He played violin with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra on 
tour and conducted the orches-
tra of the Ballet Russe de Monte 
Carlo. Before his Ithaca College 
appointment, he was associate 
conductor of the Philadelphia 
Chamber Symphony. In addition 
to directing the college orches-
tras and teaching violin, he is 
conductor of the Utica Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Dental Grants Available 
For Negro Students 
Dental scholarships are avail. 
ablf!!_ for Negro students for the 
1969-70 school year. The stipend 
is approximately $2,500 for the 
final pre-dental undergraduate 
year and up to $2,500 for each 
of the four years of dental school. 
Students interested in this 
scholarship program should sub-
mit applications by July 4, and 
take the Dental Aptitude Test 
Application deadline for the test , 
is April 7; the test will be given 
on April 25 or 26. 
Any Negro student, regardless 
of present career goals, is eligi. 
ble. Those who wish to investi. 
gate this opportunity further 
should-make appointments to see 
Mr. Alexander Clark, Director of 
Services for Career Plans, in 
Room 207 of the Arts and Sci. 
ences Office Building. 
Campus Recruiting 
1. February 10, 1969 
2. February 11, 1969 
3. February 11, 1969 
4. February 11, 1969 
5. February 11, 1969 
6. February 11, 1969 
7. February 12, 1969 
8. February 13, 1969 
9. February 13, 1969 
10. February 13, 1969 
11. February 14, 1969 
12. February 14, 1969 
13. February_ 14, 1969 
Greece Central District School Svs-
tem (Rochester) Interviews f1~m 
10-12 a.m. 
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 
Mass. Mutual Insurance Company 
Eastman Kodak · 
Hilton Central Schools(N.Y.) 
RushHenriet~a School Dist. (N.Y.) 
Faifield Public Schools (Conn.) 
Aetna Life & Casualty Ins. Co. 
State of N. Y. Banking Dept. 
U.S. Air· Force ( 10 a.m.-3 p.m.) 
I.B.M. 
South Orangeburg Central School 
District (N.Y.) 
Morrisville-Eaton Central School 
(N.Y.) 
WRONG ! Tit£ FlftST SIGN OF SPRING 
IS A GRASSHOPPER* AT 
i-lfE COONrRY COCIP't.E's Pl-ACE 
*°RLGHT ! 
ihe. G,rasshopperd~ 
a,e ltere, a9ain. 
I£ ~ he :5prin9. 
THE COUNTRY COUPLE 0 .TRIPltAMHER. 
Your roommate 
carit sleep·· 
in the dark? 
_Think it Qver; over coffee II 
The Think Drink. y. · · ·, 
. 
,, 
Forrouro.n Think Orink Mu 1. s,nd 75(: 1nd rour namaand addrns to: 
4
"Where Haft6"J' and TlairdJI' 
D•mocrat•. Qtld ~epublicano 
Are Alway• Welc~me'' 
OflN IVlff DAY' 
ALL VIM A10VND 
~-.Ceddlille•Dii-w n,io ..... ..,... 
.......... , "--. N.Y.-
0.,.,, I MIMtet "- h•••• 
Cell 211 ....... 
I . 
Think Drink Mu1 •. Dept, N. P.O. 001155t. Nt.- York, N. Y. 10046, The lnternal,onatCoffH 0t1anl11lion. 
J_ 
-Continued from page 9 
, 0 wered him when the two played together. There was also 
:lose communication between orchestra and soloist as Mr. 
[krcmi kep~ things together, at times even conducting Mr. Tai 
111 solo passages. 
The orchestra ended the evening with en encore the "Walt 
fi om Divcrtissement" a humorous work by J aczue~ lbert. The 
pl:iyin~ of ~he wor½ was ·on ~ m?re superior leyel than earlier 
in rhe evenmg, agam by attnbutmg the poor first half to the 
unfortunate c.ircumstances occurr!ng earler. However, thmugh-
ln1t the e".enmg the orchestra displayed a beautiful sounding 
string section and excellent flute and oboe soloists. Mr. Ber-
rin1's more refined and restrained conducing, also provided for 
a pleasant contrast ~o the leader of the Solomaon debacle the 
preceding Monday mght. 
Science Grant A warded 
To Chemistry Department 
by Laura Goodman 
The National Science Founda- be about eight, with faculty and 
tion has just announced the others bringing the total research 
award of a grant for $6,080 to staff to about 15. 
the Chemistry Department in The Chemistry Department is 
support of a program in under- pleased to have been awarded 
graduate research. The grant, this grant; it is the opinion of 
which is directed by Dr. Heinz the depru;tment that undergrad-
Koch, will provide summer sti- uate research is essential to ade-
pends for four students during a quate education in chemistry. 
12 week period in June, July 
and Aug.ust. The students will 
work on independent, basic re-
search in chemistry; each stu-
dent ,vill be associated with an 
individual member of the faculty 
for direction and guidance. 
TH£ DERBY 
..a 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
0 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<> 
The Chemistry Department 
has had an active program of 
summer research during the past 
several years. In the summer of 
1967 five undergraduates, four-
faculty, and three high-sch o o 1 
teachers were involved in full 
time research. Last summer, 
1968, nine undergraduates, three 
high school teachers, one post-
doctoral fellow, and six faculty 
were doing research here. It is Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
anticipated that the number of Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
undergraduates this summer will 
!FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson - Rothschild's Dept. Store 
, First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
THIS SUMMER 
Focus on your future this summer at C. W. Post where 
315 lush green acres of campus are just minutes from 
parks, beaches, golf courses, fine theatres and muse-
ums and just an hour from the excitement of Manhattan 
and the Hamptons. Theatre, tennis and riding facilities 
are on campus as well as modern residence halls for 
men and women. 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Pre-Professional, 
Pre-Engineering, Business and Education. 
GRADUATE COURSES under the auspices of Long Island 
University Graduate Faculties and Schools are offered on 
the Merriweather Campus. 
Apply now for TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS 
JUNE 23-JULY 25 ·and JULY 28-AUGUST 29-Day and Evening. 
Visiting students from accredited colleges welcome. 
MERRIWEATHER CAMPUS 
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 
For additional information, summer bulletin and application 
Phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon 
r---------------------------~ I Office of the Summer School, C. W. Post College, Merriweather Campus, I 
I P.O. Greenvale, L.I., N.Y.'11548 . . I Please send me Summer Sessions lnformatoon bulleton. CP I I O Women's Residence Hall O Men's Residence Hall I 
I D Undergraduate O Graduate D Day D Evening 
I I I Name •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • •• I 
I Address •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• I 
I City, •••••••••••• , •••••••••••• State •••••••• , ••• Zip .•••••••• •. I 
I If visiting student, from which college? ••• , •••• , • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • J 
~---------------------------
Photo by Bnrb Goldberi;-
Candidates for Queen of the Sweetheart Ball are (from left 
to right), Sandy Hilficker, Toni Russo, Judy Allen, Ellen Klein-
man, and Judy Warner. 
!Five Candidates Chosen foli" 
Sweetheart BaDH Queell'll 
The annual Sweethearts Ball, 
one of the oldest social functions 
on campus, will be held on Fri-
day, February 14, in the Terrace 
dining hall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
by Phi Epsilon Kappa. 
The highlight of the evening 
will be the coronation of the 
Sweetheart of Phi Epsilon Kappa 
at 11 p.m. The five finalists for 
the title are .Judy Allen; a sopho-
more physical education major 
from North Plainfield, New Jer-
sey; Sancfy Hilfiker, a junior 
English major from Webster, 
New York; Ellen Kleinman, a 
sophomore social studies major 
from Wantagh, New York; Toni 
Russo, a junior speech drama 
major from Ringwood, New Jer-
sey; and .Judy Warner, a sopho-
more psychology major from 
North Syracuse, New York. The 
present Sweetheart is Pam Wea-
ver, a junior physical education 
major from Shaker Heights, Ohio. 
Music will be provided by the 
Fred Brainard Trio Plus One . 
There will be two full bars. Non-
key girls will have a special 2:30 
curfew. Tickets are $3.00 and 
may be purchased in the Union 
lobby, from any Phi Epsilon Kap-
pa brother, or at the door. 
CORNER CA YUGA 
& GREEN STo 
KITTY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 
WANT SOMETHING_TO DO AFTIER 
SCAMPERS-STOP IN AND SEE US! 
FAMOUS FOR ... 
BEEF IN ALL ITS 
GLORY 
11 ll-l1Af?PY1 S11 !Hl<OUJJIR 
!FRIDAY 3:00 to 4:00 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 'l'Dl 7 
BLOODY MARY'S 1 /2 BUCK 
P.S.-Don't forget to join the Mug Club 
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DRAMA REVliEW 
by Clayton E. Spivey 
Student Scampers, Yersion ]969, reflect, the dynamics of 
crcttiv1tv. E,1rtlzslzi11(', written by Mr. Paul Goldstaub. and di-
rected b;- \Ir. David Staples, is the shinmg example of imagina-
tion and long-ne~dcd experimentation for the Ithaca College 
stage. Boy docs not meet girl; girl docs not meet boy. In fact 
one cannot satisfactorily distinguish girl from boy. Boy does 
not fall 1n love with girl nor vice vcra. And all do not live hap-
pily ever after. It is a complete reversal of any Scampers pro-
duction that we have had to date. And it is powerful. 
The pr.oduction designer, \V. Scott Robinson, fashioned a 
set \vhich was appropriately characterized bv simplicity and 
masterful \vorkmanship. Mr. Robinson also designed the cos-
tumes: basic black for all cast members, with mne suggestions 
of variations. They, too a1e simple, but very effective. In 
addition, the talents of :\Ir. Robinson and his crew lit the 
sta?;c in perhaps the mosr effective lightmg job seen here in a 
while. Opening night saw some minor technical difficulties with 
spotlighting, but did not dull the shining quality of perform-
ance. The visual experiment was enhanced through images in 
silhouette and geometric light patterns. 
The musical score, \Witten and conducted bv Paul Gold-
staub, is superb. The orchestration is versatile and re-
flects the musical genius of the composer and the talents of 
the musicians. The theme's modernity, plus an enduring qual-
ity has an appeal common to all audience age groups. :May it 
be said that the music is comparable to, or perhaps better 
than, some of the music that has been heard on the legitimate 
stage. The music and action "grooved" together. 
The experiment in rhythm was furthered by the chore-
ogra~hy of Mr. Ron Annas. Variety again is the keynote, 
showmg the grace and loveliness of human movement. It was 
unfortunate that Mr. Annas had a slight mishap at a recent 
rehearsal and fractured his shoulder as he was to dance in the 
show. An accolade, Ron, and at the same time, our sympathies. 
Emotion, sensation, illusion, perception, and consciousness 
wc~e t~e bases of Eartlzslune. Interwoven, they produced a pic-
tunzar1on of several facets of the cycle of life. Ones' reactions 
to this performance are what may be called "gut" reactions: 
either you like the material and style in which it is performed 
or you do not. As a result, it is difficult to explain to anyone, 
through words, one's reactions to the portrayed emotions. I 
know I can't. Quick moving. and of diversified tempo, Earth-
shine may not be appealing to everyone, but those who may be 
most dissatisfied with their evening's entertainment are prob-
ably those who missed the boat and need to sail - some time 
- anytime. ''You only have seventy years." 
To comment on each member of the cast would be a vir-
tual impossibility, and even to mention those who excelled in 
their efforts is also quite a task, as the entire company func-
tions magnificently as one. 
OPEN BOWLING 
~EW 
ITHACA 
BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
<> 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Let's Form A 
College League I 
CALL 272 • 1922 
ITHACA'S LARGEST 
RECREATION CENTER 
36 LANES 
Billiards • Modern Lounge 
Private Party Room 
BDE'S 
IBOWL-BILILIARDS 
Judd Falls Road 
ASBATOC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
Lou Barnard· Gen. Mgr. 
114 W. State St. 
272 - 7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
fOOILlLAIR DAYS S.A!L!E 
106 - 108 
N. Cayuga 
St. 
Fri. and Sat. Only 
IF isherman1 s Knit 
Crew or Turtleneck 
Reg. $10.88 & $12.88 
NOW 
$6.0@ 
Open Fri. 
Eve till 
9 P.M. 
") 
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Chris Lavier, have been working 
extremely hard and are anxious 
for a successful season. The com-
ing events are Saturday in a 
meet with Southern Connecticut 
and Brockport at 10:00. This is 
the last home meet so come out 
and see these women win a vic-
tory once again. February and 
March also have meets scheduled 
and will be announced next 
week. 
Competitive Swimming won a 
~..;;;;.;;.;.."""---"-_..,.. ________ . ________ ··· · tri-meet against Marymount and 
Photo by Bnrb Goldberg- the University of Massachusetts 
W.A.A. Competitive Swim Team last week. Scores: u. of Mass. 
49, Marymount 54 and Ithaca 69. 
~ · _n n n ~ i "thing" on the slope is. Skiing Despite Marymount's Olympic 
11'.0lUI li'ilU-\UI IJ) 'l,,VD'\l meets on Tuesday afternoons at Gold Medalist and its status of W A A [L : :3:15. Come on over to the ski being first in the State meet last 
• • • . eagl!Jle I slope behind Dorm 3. Equip- ~-ear, Ithaca_ had no real probl_em 
by Chris Flatley I ment is provided and valuable m ov~rpowmg her for a ~rrst 
I f h 't I instruction given You can only place m the meet. The prev10us n case some o you aven 1 • I · k 73 31) 
· d th fl" · d , nam so whv not try? meet agamst Broe port ( -notice e 1ers 1n vour orms, , n' J • 1 • 
ur A A h b ·, h d l lthaca·s women have been I gives the team a 2-0 record thus 
.. . . . as a us) sc e u e I f 
ahead this semester. Intramurals. representing the school quite ar. 
are buzzing and Club teams are well in the past few weeks. The· Although they lost to Brock-
busy with practices and games. Club teams are starting off the port with 8-15, 15-12 and 3-15 
Basketball Intramurals will be season on a good note. The Gym- game scores, the Volleyball team 
two Weeks nasties Team had a tri-meet with is anxious for their next game running for another 
d th t d th · East Stroudsbur" and Brockport against the University of Buf-an e remen ous en us1asm · 0 I , . . 
th \v dn d last week and came out on top falo. Its their first home game seen ere every e es ay ' I' , 
· ,J t . t · d" t th t th with a score of 63 to East and Im sure some support from 
mg 1 seems o m 1ca e a e I J ·n b · t d 
people who got involved are glad I ~troudsburg's 54.77 and Brock- you wi e apprec1a e . 
they did. Ninety girls in eight P?rt's 49.20. In floor e~ercises, ! l\1iss Lewis and her Baske!ball 
teams are competing in an Linda Stanley took a first and I team beat Brockport 34-26 m a 
Elimination Tournament. Andi· Karen Kirk a second. Vaulting 1 "revenge" game after losing to 
Richardson the manager, ex- was dominated by Ithaca with ' them by four points last year. 
plained th;t at the end of the Diane Ingraham getting a first, I High scorers were Joy Malchodi 
tournament a winning team will Karen Kirk a third and Chris and Kathy Minich with 16 and 7 
be announced. Every team gets Lavier a fifth. Linda Stanley points respectively. The depth of 
to play everv other team and as was first and Anne Filley was I this year's team is fantastic and 
things progress the winning fourth in the balance beam I with so many all-around players 
teams compete with one another. competition. And the final event, it's easy to anticipate a highly 
The statistics to date are: the uneven par~llel bars was a!so J successful if not an undefeated 
Leo's Lushers 1~0 a clear Ithaca victory. Karen Kirk season. The next game is home 
Phi Delta Pi Gold 1-0 placed first, Diane Ingraham I against Cortland - our tradi-
. 1 placed fourth and Anne Filley . . Phi De ta Pi Purple 1-0 and Chris Galvin tied for fifth l!onal rival. Want to see us out-
Delta Phi Zeta Bubble in this event. We won a first in manuever and· outscore that 
Stompers 1-0 "other" team?. . Hood Hall Hackers 0_1 every event showing our all- .. come to the 
Rainbows 0-1 around depth. The girls, along .
1 
basketball court on Friday 
Gamma Delta Pi Wine 0-1 with Miss Marranca and manager that's today - at 4:00. 
Gamma Delta Pi Blue 0-1 
Skiing intramurals under the I -
advisorship ot Miss Carnell and Your Plumber or WESTt~cal 
management of Chris Holden is Heating Dealer n~ Glasses ~ ~ and Contact going strong out on the ski slope. Although the weather has been 
rather on and off, skiing condi-
tions can be simulated, to a cer-
tain degree, through the use of 
the mat made for that purpose. 
Yes people, that's what the blue 
I CLOVER CLUB I ' I 
• 
t 
. 
I t T , 
' 
z 
t t . 0 ¼ 
T 356 ELMIRA RD. t i DANCING ; T 
¼ every night T T I i ~ 0 
~ i t Exotic Oriental Dancers t 3 shows - 1 0, 11, 12 l 
0 i 
Sundays - Rock & Roll + I 
I 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
0 
IHIDCKrEY1 S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
,:., 
'l . 
. •l'~INlo 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
. HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
ART GALLERY 
February 12, 1969 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
THE 
Lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
HUNGRY 
u IHOT DOGS - 20c 
with Sauerkraut - 25c 
The finest Hot Roast BeeiF 
!FacuDty 
Adminisil'll"atioDil 
Staff Team Us 
New DD'\l MJ.A • .A. 
by Mac Bigelow 
New at Ithaca College this year 
is a faculty/ administration/ staff 
basketball team participating in 
the Mens' Intramural Athletic 
Association (l\'IIAA) league 
games. 
Th_e captains of the six regular 
league teams (Bob Chiron, Paul 
Getty, Punk Hickey, Tom Par-
ziale, Allen Ringler, and John 
Westbrook) voted to revise the 
MIAA rules and allow a faculty/ 
administration/staff team to par-
ticipate in their league games. 
Previously, the league was open 
to undergraduates only. 
Members of the new team in-
clude: Dean of Students, John 
Brown; Assistant to the Regis-
trar, Robert Eastman; Assistant 
to the Director of Admissions, 
Jerome Foody; Director of Alum-
ni Affairs, Jack Hewett; Assistant 
to the Director of Admissions, 
William Kolb, Richard Lawton; 
Assistant Comptroller, Joseph 
Lizzio; Director of Institutional 
Research, Walter Newsom; 
Director, Leland Spangler; His-
tory Instructor, Frank Spicuzza; 
Assistant to the Dean of Arts and 
Sciences, Alex Warren; Coordina-
tor of Student Publication, Paul 
Yorkis. 
- The six undergraduate team 
captains agree that the faculty/ 
administration/staff team is a 
successful addition to the league. 
The captains commented that all 
the team members seem to en-
joy competing with the new 
team. On the basketball court, 
the male students have an 
"honest" association with the 
faculty, staff, and administrators, 
said one captain, without the 
limitations and facades of a stu-
dent-teacher relationship which 
exist in the classroom or office. 
SWEATER SHOP 
DOLLAR DAY 
SALE 
MILL OUTLET 
TURTLENECKS $4 
SUEDE FRONTS $6 & $7 
Downstairs 
COSENTINl'S 
SHOE STORE 
130 E. State St. 
NOW OPEN 
ON THE MALL 
TRIPHAMMER 
SHOPPING CENTER 
I .. ,,,. ... ,.TAL 
+lt.aT$UPPL1!$ 
. ffie 
~ <J/{(IDle 
Sandwich in town, plus 
Pastrami, Corned Beef, Shrimp, 
Knockwurst with Sauerkraut 
IFilet of Fish 
. g~op Chocolate Shakes 
Call 273-3596 for Carry Out Service. We'll have it ready for you. 
WE CAN SEAT ~00 PEOPLE - 3 AT A TIME 
The Worid if Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
Mario Andretti will pilot a Lotus on this year's US:\C 
championship trail. Alrhough not part of the factory tcarn, 
Andretti opted for the new wedge-shaped Lotus which wd! 
sport a new suspension design. At Indianapolis, Lotus will have 
a two-car team while Andretti's car will keep the sponso1 ~hip 
of Overseas National Airways. As far as Formula One is con-
cerned, Andretri will definitely drive a Lotus, for the factory, 
at the South African GP and the Grand Prix of Spain. Al. 
though Enzo Ferrari has been on Andretti's back to dr:n a 
Formula One Ferrari for many moons now he finally signed 
him to drive a prototype at the Daytona 24 Hour Continrnral 
and the Sebring 12 Hour. 
Jack Brabham, after a rather unsuccessful season, has be-
gun design of an all-new Formula One Car, which is expected 
to be ready for the Grand Prix of Monaco this May. 
To this date, Chris Amon has won rhree Tasman Series 
races for Grand Prix-type cars. The Tasman Series, which wa! 
won last year by the late Jim Clark, is a seven race affair i~ 
New Zealand and Australia. Engine displacement is limited tc 
2.5 liters compared to the Formula One limit of 3 liters 
( Formula Two has a 1.6 liter limir). Jochen Rindt, driving : 
factory Lotus-Ford. has also scored a Tasman win to date 
Amon, who ·drives for the Ferrari stables, finished second ir 
points to Clark last year. 
Dispelling rumors of a steam car assault of the Indy 500 
Andy Granatelli recently announced his plans of entering tw~ 
stock ~lock 318 cu. in. Chrysler-engined cars for this year's 
Memorial Day race. Granatelli said that the restrictions placed 
on the turbines by the United Stares Auto Club made them too 
uncompettive for Indy competition, but the Lotus chassis 
which housed the turbines will be kept for the ChrYslcr 
powerplanrs. · 
Late News: Mark Donohue and Chuck Parsons have won the 
Daytona Continental 24 hour endurance race in a Lola-Chen. 
This is the first of 11 races to determine the 1969 Constructois' 
Championship .Last year's Championship was won by the John 
Wyer Engineering Ford GT 40's which barely edged out the 
faqory 907 and 908 Porsches. Looks like the Penske touch 
will turn Lola into a winner in '69. 
Treat Your Valentine Lovingly I 
with a Gift from the 
CORNER BOOK STORE 
109 N. Tioga Street 
Downtown Ithaca 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
Tompkins 
Photography 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273 -4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St • 
I 272-3000 ---'---~I,___ __ , 
·soXCAR 
' . 
. .. . 
Spiring Term Train SclhedluBe 
SUNDAY 
MONDAY 
thru 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
and 
SATURDAY 
FEATURE MOVIES 
Shown at 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 
OLD TYME FLICKS 
Shown 8 - 1 
LIVE SMOOTH MUSIC 
9-1 
ALSO OUR FAMOUS BEEF OR HAM SANDWICHES 
2 FOR $1.00 
ON MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS 
PLEASE CALL 273-1312 
OR 
273-9742 
Far Further 
Information 
• 
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l Rec/'tl'P Of 1T T ,rn ;fYC> ~J-11-y ~ptr}<.,11;0-rl- (tl> 11 JF ~ift~~~~hv;:~ate~;a~~s: s~~t:~: UA3, lJI' ll,,{J, U cu> tJ,/.J,, ,,:j}. "l..JI LI [J,, cu> -n--111\~ ll.... 78 score. Veronesi turned the I .II. vc,11..ll. trick again with 30 points, and he L---------:::------------------------------------------------..J- JR was followed by Dibler with 16. nJI k w 111\lLilrrn ...J1 lUlTi) That game gave Veronesi 124 
nOC ey rest&ing <Gymnas1rics I Swommull'il~ I llJI (Ul= .IP' points in his last four games, and 
by Ed Rudmann by Bob Scandurra . put his school-leading average up by Russ Federman John Marshall 
1 
'---------------' ! to 21 pomts per game. With 10-2 
The Ithaca College Varsity The Varsity Wrestling Team The gymnastics team of LC. en-· Due' to many fine individual I by Phil Chard is ! record, this team is out to prove 
Hockey Team failed once again to went down to its third defeat of countered the Merchant Marines perfor·manccs and a great team In a busy week f?r. _rt h a ca J ~hat they ,are the best fre:hmen 
end their losing stre~k as they the season last Saturday, at the from Kings Point on January 25_ effort, the LC. swim team was College sports act1v1tJcs, the. m Ithaca s basketball history, 
dropped a tough game to league· hands of a very rugged Univer- The Merchant Marine Academy able to defeat a determined Lock freshmen were heavily in\'Olved. I and now face a tough last half of 
leading Brockport State by a sity of Buffalo squad, 30-3. The really had a fine team. The final Haven team 57_47 on January The frosh wrestlers were defeat- th_e season, starting this weeke_ nd 
score of 8-5, bringing their rec- loss put the grapplers at 1-3 ed but I k t JI d 1th b k t b k t score of the meet was LC. 62.50, 31. The meet was close through- , our we -cy earn pu e \ w ac -- 0 - ac games agams 
Ord to 4-8. Bob Aloian, however, overall. ff th · t ct h B ff 1 St t d I Kings Point 124.52. Not only did out with Ithaca holdin"' a slim O ano er v1c ory, an t e u a o a e an an a ways 
the team lose the meet but they ma;gin most of way, b;t never I fros_h ,basket~.all team "just keeps tough ~1niversity of Buffalo squad 
almost didn't get there. The com- able to build up a convincin"' ! rollm along. on Friday and Saturday nights. 
Photo by John 
Our man pins opponent down. 
was named to the E.C.A.C. Divi-1 The match, which was really 
sion II All Star·Team for the sec- closer than the score indicates, 
ond straight week. started off with Ithaca forfeiting, 
Rod Frith was high scorer once as usual, the 123 · and 130 lb. 
more for the Bombers with 3 weight classes. But at 137, Terry 
• goals and 1 assist. Frith's first Habecker put the Bombers on 
· goal came at 6:38 of the first the scoreboard with a resounding 
period on a pass from Tom 15-3 victory. Habecker, who now 
Schoen, after Brockport had is 4-0 and has also won two 
taken a 2-0 lead. Brockport added tournaments, seems headed for 
three more in the period before a tremendous year on the mat. 
Frith struck again. Assisted by However, that was the only vie-
Dave Patterson and Schoen, tory for Ithaca all day. At 145, 
Frith's shot found the net at hard luck Larry Wennogle lost 
14:12 of the opening period, on a riding time decision, and at 
making the score 5-2. 152, Tom Hochfelder lost a very 
In the second period, LC. came I close bout, 7-6. With the score 
back quick to close within one 16-3, Buffalo, Bill Meisner was 
goal of Brockport, 5-3. Frith's decisioned at 160, and at 167 
tl11rd goal came on a pass from Tony Scaringe narrowly missed 
Bob Aloian at 5:11 of the period. getting a takedown within the 
Just over a minute later, Bob remaining seconds as he also 
"Spider" Corran's blazing shot lost a tough one, 3-1. Wes Kissel, 
went past the stunned Brockport subbing for an injured Don 
goalie to make the score 5-4. As- Menges at 177, was also deci-
;isting on Corran's goal were Ted sioned, and in the Heavyweight 
Willis and Dave Patterson. How- bout, Chuck Reynolds' undefeat-
c1 er, Brockport came back to ed season was stopped abruptly 
score two more in the period to by a pin by Buffalo's Lang. 
take a 7-4 lead. This past week the team will 
Brockport added one more in have wrestled at Oswego St. on 
the final period before I.C. Tuesday, and played host to Ash-
scored again. This time Joe land College of Ohio on Thurs-
'.\Iaire's goal was assisted by Frith day. This coming Wednesday, 
and Schoen and came at 14:11 of February 12, the Bombers will 
the final period. wrestle Syracuse at home in what 
Tim Cullen had 36 saves for promises to be a very exciting 
the Bombers. For Brockport, Tom match. 
Cleveland had 27 saves while --------------
Brian Bush scored two goals and Northern 
assisted on another. 1. Phi E K "A", 8-1 
The Bombers play at Oswego 2. Fire House "5", 7-1 
tonight and on Sunday, they en- 3. Bushwackers, 6-3 
tertain Salem Stale at 5:00 at 4· Pi Lam "A", 3-4 
Lynah Rink. 5. Baby Molsons, 2-5 
Zoos Upset Gods, 
Get First Win In 
M.I.A.A. Basketball 
by Roy Leff 
:IHAA basketball continued its 
furious pace wit ha full schedule 
of games this past week. The 
action was highlighted by the 
I
' Z~o's upset victory (their first 
Wm) over the Gods, in the East-
ern division, and Phi E K "A's" 
rout of the Hot Nuts in the 
Northern division. The league's 
only unbeaten teams, the 86er's 
and the Dark Horses, registered 
convincing victories. The 86er's 
downed the C B's, 54-45, while 
the Dark Horses blasted the Yo 
Yo's, 73-32. Both teams took a 
step closer toward clinching their 
respective division titles and a 
fateful showdown, in the playoffs. 
\ 
6. Hot Nuts, 2-6 
7. Anigivs, 0-9 
Eastern 
1. Holmes Hawks, 7-1 
2. Grads, 6-1 
3. Fifth Floor Dimension, 
4. (tie) Underdogs, 3-4 
5. (tie) Delta Kappa, 3-4 
6. (tie) Zoo, 1-7 
7. (tie) Gods, 1-7 
Southern 
1. Dark Horses, 7-0 
2. A E Diamond, 6-1 
3. Sigma Alpha Nu, 5-2 
4. Yo Yo's, 3-4 
5. Vice Lords, 2-5 
6. Phi E K "B", 2-6 
7. Pi Lam "B", 0-7 
Western 
1. 86er's, 7-0 
2. C B's, 6-2 
3. Double Dribblers, 5-2 
4. Unnamed, 4-3 
5. Staff, 3-3 
6. Bullets, 1-7 
7. Night Raiders, 0-8 
5-2 
bination of a flat tire, a com- lead. "II Forfeiting weight classes is no The next home game is Saturday, 
pletely bald tire, and a broken With the score 50_47 and on! way to go about ~i~ning wrest- Fcbr~ar~· ~5 against R.I.T. Game 
tire jack almost did them in. th f' 1 1 . . ' !mg meets and this 1s the prob- llTnc 1s 6: l::i. sec vou there! e ma re ay rem a mm" the I . . · 
A week later, February 1, the Bomber hopes rested will~" Tom I !em that 1s plagumg ~he frosh 
gymnastics team played host to 'icNamara J h B . B . . mat-men. They had to give up 15 ~ 
., , . o n asos, re\\ se 1 • • • • 
Brockport State College. The two Ely and Dave Roberts. This was r pomts on forfeits m three weight- 1- .. teams were about comparable in the I t 1 . h h d classes as they lost 28-10 in a ~ ITHAC_A__ ' same re ay earn w 11c a 
ability with the main difference shattered the J.C. varsity record meet against Monroe. Coach IPri ni:i n g 
being in team depth. The final and the R.I.T. pool record only John Polo and his boys give it r SERVICE 
score was Ithaca 73.44 and Brock- three days before when Ithaca lost all they have, but this is a lot to 1~--'l:!!"~-,ir" 
port 83.06. I'd like to point out to R.I.T. The race was even until overcome. \ 
the 10 pt. difference between the the third leg when Brewse Ely Turning to the rink, the LC. I 
meet scores of January 25 and pulled ahead of Lock Haven's freshmen ice-men rolled up eight 
February 1. This is accountable best swimmer, Hults. From there goals in beating a sponsored: "Right on time Since 1909" 
artly because of a difference in it was all LC. as Dave Roberts team from Syracuse, 8-2. Show-
judging but it is also due to a had no trouble keeping Ely's ing a great scoring attack and a 
noticeable improvement in the lead and assuring the 57_47 vie- staunch defense, the Ithacans 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
gymnasts performances. tory. upped their record to 5 wins 
The top three scorers for J.C. against 1 loss. Co-captain Bob 
While it was the last rclav 
were Lee Multari, Dave Reich, · Scanlan and lineman Paul Woyt- . 
which finally insured a victor", · and Tabor Ames. Among Lee's , ko led the scoring with 2 goals: 
there were also manv fine in- 1 best routines were a first place • each, while co-captain Gary , jividual efforts which put IC. in floor exercise and second place Bortz. .Jim Cocco, and defense- I in a position to win. Brcwse Elv · 
on the rings. Lee also took first • men Jim Talentino and Rick Or- ·1 
had his best dav of the season ·k h d · h place in the all-around competi- · ' p1 · a one apiece. In t e ab-pacing the team with three firsts. 1 lion, while not competing on the sence of regular goalie Bob For-
He combined with Marshall, But-high bar, with a final score of rester. it was shown that the I.C. 
23.68. Dave Reich received third !er and Basos to take the medic, frosh have two other goalies that 
relay and then capture the 100 · place on the rings and fourth can fit into the line-up very freestyle before aiding in the 
nlace on the high bar. I've seen easily. Terry Walker put up an heroics of the last reJau. Tom 
a tremendous improvement in , excellent defense of the net in 
'.\!cNamara, a rapidly improvin!! Dave's work since he's been with ~ the first two periods. making 19 frcestyler, provided key points the team. I hope this is indica- saves. while Ken Clark, playing 
tive of what we will see next wi th a firS t in the 200, wi th his equally well, took care of the 
best time ever. and a fine effort year. Tab Ames received a very last period, stopping 9 shots and in the final relay. Sophomore 
worthy and long awaited first allowing no goals. The Bombers, 
place on the high bar. I might .John Basos continued to improve looking for the best frosh hockey 
add that it's the first lime Tab as he swam freeStY1e legs on record in history, continue their 
both victorious relays and took has made it through a whole season tonight at Oswego. 
. a second in the 50 free. Dave 
routme without any major The streaking freshmen basket-
b k h . 1 Roberts provided one of the day's rea s. I'm sure t at Tab w1! ball team won their sixth and 
most exciting races in the in-have some more routines like seventh games in a row and now 
th t · th f t I ct· dividual medley before finally a m e u ure. n roun mg has won ten out of their last 
t h d I l being touched out by Lock ou t e scores I' a so ike to eleven eames. The team's high-
t . th R" · d Haven's Hults, who set an Ithaca -men 10n at 1ck Meier receive powered offense is led by guard 
second plac.e on the side horse. pool record. Other Ithaca firsts Paul Veronesi, who scored 30 
Rick has come a long way since were provided by Bob Butler in points in a 104-96 win over ManS-
he started working in October. the diving an John Marshall in field. It was Veronesi's third 30-
This Saturday, February 8, our the 200 back. point game in a row, as the rest 
gymnasts will travel to Slippery Ithaca wi·ll of the starters also !!ot into the be without the -Rock. Barring any unforseen cir- act, each scoring in double 
cumstances (flat tire, etc.), we services of diStance freeStY1Cr figures. Dave Stark with 21, Dave 
should see still further improve- Dennis Fitch for its home meet Dibler's 18, Mike Williams with 
ment against this excellent team. next Wednesday, February 12, 17, and Dan Vetter with 10, 
-· against Geneseo. Fitch injured rounded out the starters' scoring. 
'_.,.Ff! 
~ ~ ... ---···-- , __ J·---- --
Photo by Burb Goltlbcri; 
I.C. gymnasts are displaying 
fine form. 
his ears and is out for the sea- A big win came Saturday night, 
son. 
,. 
J\urara llnn . 
~
Since 1833 
Aur0ra-0n-cayua11 La.ke 
Home of 
Wells College 
ROOMS O iraoo O LOUNG!~ 
suoo,.y e-10. 12:30-:-3 30. 5:30--8 
Weekdays 8-10.12-2 6-8 
31.5-364-9301 
- owned by_ Well.5 Colle 1, /i. . 
when the "hot-shots" upset a 
SEND HER 
FLOWERS FOR 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
FRIDAY, FEB. 14 
I? rail'R"s IF I owe II' Shop 
205 N- Aurora St. 
When It Comes to Service ... 
For your high performance and Sports Cars, see Whitey 
Bennett and Jack Paveling at Ithaca Imports. 
The one place in town that offers COMPLETE SERVICE 
AND PARTS DEPT. for all Foreign Cars or Sports Cars. 
OPEN SATURDAYS 'TIL 5 P.M. 
DTHACA IMl?ORTS 
1020 Trip land Terrace 273-1785 
Just off Triphammer Road 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
~ICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Perfection 
Has Its Price 
When you want to ski on 
the world's best, you've 
got to be willing to pay 
for the world's best. 
Our Hart Skis cost a little 
more because they give 
you a lot more. \Vhether 
you're buying a ,Javelin or 
a Standard,) ou're huving 
the exclusive patPntcd 
features tl1,1t have made 
Hart Skis !hp casies:t-to-
handlP. mo:-,t responsi'\ P 
skis in Ilw world. Hart,, 
can·p on icP, float through 
pm,der, hold on mo;!ul,. 
No chatt<.•r No \\'(.1:,dt•r 
(;real to "'il,i on. 
\\'hnn •, CHI buv IT:, r~ ' '··r)Pl 
th, ~oLi buy P~~·\.-:-.. i('ll 1n•.-1gn 
(;ua:-anit•ed il>r L1:1• 
I3ut perfection has its price. 
ALLES MARKET 
SYNTHIA ALLES, Prop. 
114 N. Cayuga St. 
BUSY IBIElE fl...lUNCIHJ IHIAINJSIEN'S ~ SIEIRVOCIE 
!EXPERT REPAIRS 
273-3140 Ithaca, N.Y. 
For the Only Complete 
Grocery & Meat Market in 
Downtown Ithaca 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals· Fine Eating at Low Prices 
Specializing in Chili and Texas Hots 
JUST RIGHT FOR STUDENT BUDGETS 
433 N. Cayuga Street 
MulFIFlers - Tune-ups - 1l"oli'es 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP AND oa1VERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 
D~haca Sporting Goods 
420 Eddy Street 
273-3030 
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T &11.IlkilliLg Ba§ke1t1baU With Lucas, Greer and Cunningham 
ll>y Mike Hinkelman 
Last Thursday, I had the' Greer and Wallv "Wonder"; 11('\\~paper of Ithaca College, I as some of the others." The im- under-rated guards in the NBA, 
pleasure of viewing the Cincin-1 Jone~. :md suddenly Philadelphia asked Coach Jucker if I might plication, of course, was that and he replied, "Well, thank you 
nati Royals-Philadelphia 76'crs ! found themselves enjoying a ' ha\'c a few words with some of Lucus concentrates more on the very much." I _guess he never 
pro basketball clash at the War! seven-point bulge with about, the fellows. He said he would aspects of rebounding and de- thought of it that way. He told 
Memorial in Syraucse. In a spine- three minutes to go. It was about! let me talk to Jerry Lucus, but 
I 
fense than on scoring, although he me that "it's tough to lose," and 
tingling, scintillating finish, the that time that the Royals' Jerry f first wanted a few words with ranks third in the NBA in field- I asked him if he felt Phila-
Royals. eked out a 116-115 victory Lucus really asserted himself.', the team in private. My heart I goal percentage. I asked Jerry if delphia was a better team with-
by virtue of a Tommy Van Ars- Lucus tossed in four consecutive I pounded with anxiety. A few he thought the Royals could make out Wilt Chamberlain. Replied 
dale jumper - a 15-footer right bombs from 25 feet out, none of' minutes later, I re-entered the the playoffs, and he responded Greer: "No, you can't really say 
of the lane with just 23 seconds which touched anything but the dressing room. Coach Jucker, by saying, "It's going to be a that, because we're a different 
to play. The 76'crs came racing bottom of the net. Just as quickly looking in the direction of Lucus Lough road." I thanked him for team." I asked him if he thought 
down the court, and set up Chet as "Luke" could pull his trigger, said to me: "Okay, go on over taking time out to talk with me, the 76'ers could go all the way, 
Walker for a last-second shot, but the Royals were down by only a I there and make Ithaca College and also said that it was an ex-1 and be answered, "We hope so, 
his ten-footer rimmed the hoop, single point with about a minute sports history." I smiled, for I perience I would never forget. we're sure going to try." I 
and fittingly enough, Van Ars- to go. Several seconds later, an knew that he was still perplexed Said Jerry: "I'm glad. It was my wished him luck the rest of the 
dale came down with the rebound errant Billy Cunningham pass about an institution named Ithaca pleasure." Throughout the short way, and thanked him for talking 
to lock up the Cincinnati victory. fell into the hands of the Royals. College. At any rate, I went over interview, I was particularly im- to me. 
Philadelphia had jumped out Lucus then drove for the hoop and sat down beside Lucus and pressed by the class of Jerry Before heading back to Ithaca, 
to a 13-point lead in the early right of the baseline, spotted introduced myself. By this time Lucus, and more significantly, I decided to stop by the Rainbow 
going, but the Royals caught fire Van Arsdale open, shuffled a most of the players had cleared the fact that he made me feel Cocktail Lounge in the Hotel 
near the end of the first period pass to him, and the former In- out of the locker room. I told I like I was somebody really im- Syracuse. While sitting at the 
and carried a 62-52 margin to diana star swished the jumper him that he had put on an exhibi- portant. Before leaving the table, I caught a glimpse of Billy 
the locker room at halftime. The through the cords that provided tion of basketball skill the likes locker room, I thanked Coach Cunningham walking through the 
76'ers, playing inspired ball, nar- the margin of victory. All of this of which I had never seen before, Jucker, and he said, "Don't wor- door. I sprang to my feet, and 
rowed the gap considerably dur- would have been more than and that it was a performance I ry about it." He looked puzzled, walked over to introduce myself. 
ing the third period, and the enough to satisfy my appetite for would never forget. Jerry smiled and I guess he was still wonder- I said, "Tough loss tonight,'' and 
period ended with the Royals\ watching profess_ional basketball, and thanked me. I said: "I've ing where Ithaca College was. Cunningham responded, "It's al-
holding a slim 93-90 advantage. but as the game ended, I realized always felt you're one of the Leaving the Cincinnati locker ways tough when you lose any 
Both teams saved the fireworks that the fun was just beginning. more under-rated forwards in the room, I noticed Hal Greer, the game." I told Billy that I thought 
for the final period. It was nip- After the game, I literally NBA; you always read about the fine, veteran guard of the 76'ers he had really come into his own 
and-tuck through the initial half charged down to the Cincinnati Elgin Baylors,_the Billy Cunning- passing through the corridor. I this -year, and that I had noted 
of the last period, but then the locker room, and after having hams, and the John Havliceks." went over, and again introduced a marked improvement over his 
Philadelphians caught fire be- introduced myself as Sports Edi- Replied Lucus: "Well, not really, myself. I told Hal that I bad al- play of last year. He replied: 
hind the outside shooting of Hal tor of the Ithacan, the student I just don't score as many points I ways felt he was one of the more "Well, I have been practicing a 
. ' 
lot more." I thanked him for 
stopping by to chat with me for 
a few seconds, and he said that 
it was his pleasure. 
Chatting with these players /1 
was an experience I shall never 
forget. It was all part of the vast 1 
excitement of viewing profes. 
sional basketball. I mean things 
like seeing Jumpin Johnny t;recn 
running out or the 76'cr locker 
room with a bottle of beer 10 
hand, in the presence of a ~roup i 
of starry-eyed youngsters. It was , 
se1;ing th~ Royals' Bill Dim, 1dd1e i 
domg a J1g on the court during, 
the pre-game warmup. It was 
seeing Wally Jones come into the 
cocktail lounge decked out in cap 
and Ben Franklin glasses. It was 
seeing a group of Negro _young. 
sters yelling into the Cincinnati 
dressing room, "Hey Oscar, when 
you coming out to give us your 
autograph." I was hearing Oscar 
Robertson reply, "I'm comin, 
man, I'm eomin'.". It was seeing 
professionals in the agony of de-
feat and the thrill of victory. 
All of this at a pro basketball 
game. All in all, it was a night 
to long remember. 
SPORTS SPORTS 
JL,Co Hoopsters Nip Os-vvego 
In Dullest GaJtne of Season 
Albano, Millerr /Lead Way Dn 52-47 Win 
by Don Berman 
It was a dull game. The dullest coach Bucky Freeman, who guid-
game in years. ed the fortunes of the Ithaca 
ished with the game high of 22 
points. 
Oswego and Ithaca battled to a baseball team for ma11y winning 
listless 52-47 Ithaca verdict be-
for·e a sparse turnout at Ben 
Light Gym Tuesday. Ithaca is 
now 8-6; Oswego is 8-3. 
Oswego and Ithaca traded a 
few time outs in the closing mo· 
ments with I.C. switching from a 
zone to man-to-man defense. 
It seems that the Bombers for-
·got about the game at hand and 
were in a sleep walk. 
were in a sleep walk. This ap-
peared to be due to their concern 
over tonight's contest at Buffalo 
State and tomorrow's encounter 
a, University 0£ Buffalo. 
The loudest - ovation of the 
night was for a half-time 
presentation to Hall of F am e 
seasons. 
Coach John Glinski's Laker~ 
tried to make things interesting 
by applying a press intermittent-
ly throughout the game. But only 
a few of I.C.'s 16 t1·movers oc-
curred as a direct result of the 
press. 
Ithaca and Oswego both had 
their scoring outputs held at 
Shooting percentages were in-
credibly low. From the floor, Os· 
v:ego was 15x53, for 28%; Ith· 
aca was 19x48 for 39%. LC. was a 
deplorable Hx36 for 39% from 
the charity line. 
The officials, often used as an 
excuse for the losing squad, hurt 
the victors with some erroneous 
calls which puzzled even the best 
of us. (Turnovers and offensive 
fouls were called like they were 
going out of style.) 
The Bombers got off to an 
early lead and never relinquished 
the advantage. Oswego drew as 
It could have been exciting, as 
23-year old Larry l\Iiller, Oswego 
back court man, sunk a bucket 
with 2:50 to go and the i..aiters 
followed with a press. It was 
broken beautifully, though, as Ed 
Kowalski, 25 seconds later, net-
ted a goal to ice it, 49-42. 
The last few baskets of the 
game were foul shots. J.C. ran out 
the clock with 40 seconds re-
maining with a fair display of 
ball-handling. Oswego had no one 
in double figures. 
Ithaca had come off a week 
layoff after dropping a 84-71 de-
cision at Mansfield. Oswego was 
sky high after a 79-71 upset over 
Buffalo State. 
Box score: 
ITHACA (52) 
Albano 
Kowalski 
F 
4-12 
1-2 
Pts 
22 
3 
clase as 20-19 with 3:08 to go, Miller 
the first half; the Ithacans, how- Rowley 
Burr 
Dirk 
FG 
9 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
8-12 16 
1-3 5 
ever, went into the locker rooms 
with a 29-21 lead at intermission. 
The second half was another D. Chakas 
sleep walk. Both units played in Cahill 
a trance. The crowd was unusu-
ally quiet - and smaller yet. TOTALS 
1.C. moved to a 34-22 lead with • OSWEGO 
3:48 elapsed in the second stanza, Banovic 
before Oswego crept back, slow- Marotta 
ly. But the visitors' big men un- Simmons 
der the boards, 25-year-old 6-5 L. l\Iiller 
Bob Simmons, and 6-7 sophomore Engle 
Ted Novak, both were in foul Sturges 
trouble and eventually fouled Maher 
out. Campbeil 
The Bombers, not to be out- Foote 
done, lost Greg Albano on per-
sonals with 6:57 to go. He fin- TOTALS 
(47) 
19 
FG 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
15 
0-1 4 
0-2 2 
0-2 0 
0-0 0 
14-36 52 
F Pts 
1-1 9 
1-3 3 
5-9 9 
4-5 6 
1-1 3 
0-1 4 
3-5 3 
0-0 2 
0-0 2 
17-29 47 
Basketball 
Team Faces 
Stiff Weekend 
The Giant Killers are headed 
west. Translation~ the Ithaca Col-
lege Varsity basketball team will 
be in Buffalo this weekend for 
games with Buffalo State on Fri-
day night and Buffalo University, 
Saturday evening. 
That giant killer tag is legiti-
mate considering the team's big 
wins this season over Hartwick, 
Rochester, and last Tuesday eve-
ning, Oswego, 52-47. 
The Oswego win just about 
killed any hopes the Lakers had 
of making the NCAA Iegionals 
come March. 
Now Hugh Hurst's Ithacans will 
turn their attention to a pair of 
tough opponents who hold size-
able edges in the seasons' series 
between the clubs. 
Over th years, I.e. has lost 11 
of 18 to State, who are 8-2 this 
season. Last year was a bright 
oasis for the Blue, however, as 
it murdered the Orangemen's 
NCAA Regional champions, 81-
59. 
"We had a great night and 
they were just off," Hurst stated 
\Vednesday. "They are murder 
on their home floor and are a 
well-coached club who most al-
ways come through in the clutch. 
Combine this with their mem-
ories of last year and you can see 
we are in for a rough ball game. 
Along with Colgate, Rochester 
and LeMoyne, I rate both of these 
Buffalo clubs in the top five list 
of the toughest teams we play 
this season." 
Buffalo University has lost only 
once in nine games to I.C. over 
the years. Last year was a tough 
one for Ithaca, which led most 
of the way, lost the lead in the 
last minute, and then tied it on 
a last seco,nd basket by super-
sub Russ Marron. B.U. prevailed 
in the five minute overtime, how-
ever, arid· won out 70-66 thus 
ruining I.C.'s chances for an 
NCAA berth. 
I.C. Hopes To 
Be Spoiler In 
Finger Lakes 
ITHACA . . . The four playoff 
spots for the Finger Lakes Col-
legiate Hockey League playoffs 
in early March will be contested 
by five teams, if the latest league 
standings can be used as a guide. 
Brockport State with a 9-4 rec-
ord and 18 points and Rochester 
Tech, Canton Tech and the charg-
ing Buffalo University Bulls, with 
six victories and 12 points each 
are the headliners. Not far be-
hind is Oswego with three wins 
and six points. The Lakers play 
a limited League schedule, but 
have won all three league starts. 
This week's busy schedule 
finds two key· Friday night games, 
when Brockport visits Canton and 
Ithaca travels to Oswego. 
Brockport has yet to beat one 
of the other four top contenders 
and coach Bob Pederson feels 
that Friday night offers a prime 
opportunity, despite a 7-5 loss to 
Tech last week. 
Ithaca despite a 1-7 record still 
hiis the talent to be a spoiler 
especially with Rod Frith in the 
line-up. 
Other league games on tap are 
Hobart at R.I.T. on Thursday and 
Buffalo State at Hobart, Brock-
port at surprising Utica and St. 
John Fisher at Syracuse, all on 
Saturday. 
In games this past weekend 
and earlier this week, Brockport 
rocked Ithaca 8-5, Buffalo u. up-
set Canton, 8-4, after Canton had 
walloped Buffalo State, 9-1. It 
was Canton's first League loss 
after six straight wins. Buffalo 
also edged R.I.T., 4-3, and Brock-
port added Buffalo State, 9-2, 
and St. John Fisher 7-1 to its list 
of victims. 
The Bulls play a top schedule 
and are listed in the NCAA's Uni-
versity Division. They lost heart-
breakers to Colgate, Syracuse 
and Niagara, but gained some 
consolation from wins over Penn 
State and Wayne State, and sport 
an 8-6 overall record. 
Veronesi Is 
I.C. Athelete 
Of The WeeJ 
A scoring total of 62 points i 
two games has earned Ithaca co· 
lege fresh.man basketball stanc 
out, Paul Veronesi of Agawan 
Massachusetts, the School's At! 
lete of the Week Honors. 
Veronesi poured in 32 as Ithac 
defeated Mansfield State, 10-
96, and then repeated with 30: 
l.C. upset the highly fa,·ore 
Syracuse University Freshma 
team, 89-78, Saturday night. 
Veronesi, a guard, has actual 
run off a string of four games 
which he has scored 30 points , 
more and- now has a 21.0 scori1 
average for the Ithacans wl 
have won seven straight and ha· 
a 10-2 record. 
A Business Administration m 
jor, Veronesi is the son of ~· 
and Mrs. Albert Veronesi of 
Central Street in Agawam, and 
a '68 graduate of Agawam 1l1 
School. 
Hurst is hoping that his boys 
will come up with a better per-
formance in Buffalo than the one 
they gave against Hartwick, when 
the Bombers were only 19-48 
from the floor. "We did not play 
a god game," Hurst stated. "lt 
is obvious that we can't do the 
same thing against these t110 
clubs and hope to come out a 
winner. As a matter of fact. we 
will have to play every minute of 
ooch game the same· way we did 
in the first half against Rochest-
er, to come out on top.'' In that 
one, I.e. humbled u. of R. 39-20 
in their best 20 minutes of the 
year. 
Latest scoring statistics show 
Greg Albano leading the club in 
scoring with 20.4 per game, and 
rebou)!ding, 14.l. Mark Rowley 
leads in assists with 43. Top field 
goal percentage is claimed by! 
Kowalski with a .609 rating, while 
Miller leads active players at the 
foul line with a .721 percentage. 
